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ABSTRACT

The fatigue behavior of short cracks, which are small compared

to the scale of the microstructure, small compared to the scale of

local plasticity or simply physically small (i.e., : 1 mm), must be

considered as one of the major factors limiting the application of

defect-tolerant fatigue design for airframe and engine components.

Accordingly, the current program is aimed at identifying factors

which govern the growth of such short cracks (in contrast to long

cracks) in a series of commercial aluminum alloys, with specific

reference to behavior at near-threshold levels (below 1 10-6

mm/cycle). In this annual report, the status of the program is

described in terms of i) a description of results on the role of

compression overloads in influencing fatigue crack growth in a new

aluminum-lithium alloy (2090) and a comparison of behavior with

results in 2124 and 7150, i) an evaluation of the role of crack tip

shielding in controlling the growth of short (50 to 400 um) through-

thickness cracks and small (10 to 400 pm) surface cracks in 2124, and

iii) a general assessment of the small crack problem. It is

concluded that the near-threshold behavior of long cracks and the

near- and sub-threshold behavior of small cracks is strongly

influenced by considerations of crack tip shielding, specifically

from crack deflection and crack closure mechanisms. Other factors

responsible for "anomalous" small crack behavior, however, can be

identified and are discussed in the report.

_V-



1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this program is to identify mechanical,

microstructural and environmental factors governing the fatigue crack

growth of long (z 25 mm) and short (; 1 mm) cracks in commercial

aluminum alloys with specific reference to behavior at ultralow,

near-threshold growth rates below typically 10-6 mm/cycle. This

report covers the fourth year of the program of research where

attention has been focussed on studies of a new aluminum-lithium

alloy (2090) and specifically on its fatigue crack growth behavior

under periodic compression overloads, and on small through-thickness

and surface flaws (10 to 400 um) in 2124 alloy. Based on these

results, an overall assessment of the small crack problem is

presented, and suggestions are made for its potential solution, both

with respect to defect-tolerant life prediction and alloy design.

2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH

2.1 Introduction

Despite an increasing interest, both academically and

technologically, in conventional long crack fatigue crack

propagation, particularly at near-threshold levels (e.g., ref. 1), a

major limitation in the application of such information to defect-

tolerant design must be regarded as the problem of short flaws. By

short flaws, it is implied that flaws are i) small compared with the

F
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scale of microstructure, ii) small compared with the scale of local

plasticity, or iii) simply physically small (i.e., : 0.5 to 1 mm).

Design codes at present attempt to predict the growth rates of in-

service flaws based on data collected in the laboratory with

specimens containing crack sizes of the order of 25 mm. In service,

however, initial defects sizes are often far smaller than this. This

leads to a potential for non-conservative defect-tolerant lifetime

predictions since the vast majority of experimental observations
2-18

on the behavior of short cracks has shown that their growth rates are

in excess of long cracks at the same nominal driving force (e.g., at

the same stress intensity range AK) and furthermore that such short

cracks can initiate and propagate at AK levels below the "long crack"

fatigue threshold AKTH (Fig. 2.1).

Studies in prior years have involved i) an extensive review of

all aspects,"g including environmental,20 of the behavior of small

fatigue cracks, ii) a study of the role of aging treatment/micro-

structure in influencing near-threshold crack growth and closure

behavior in 7150 aluminum alloys,21 iii) a study of the effect of

wake machining and the development of crack closure with crack

extension in underaged, peak aged and overaged 7150,22,23 and iv) an

evaluation of the role of compression overloads in influencing near-

threshold fatigue crack growth in 7150.24-26 This work has been

described in detail in previous Annual Reports and has been reported

in the literature.21 26  Papers published on these topics in the past

S
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intensity ,inge below which long cracks remain dormant.
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year are appended to this report. For completeness, summaries are

presented below.

2.2 Long Crack Studies in 7150 Aluminum Alloys21

(E. Zaiken)

Studies were made of the role of aging treatment/microstructure

in influencing fatigue crack propagation and crack closure behavior

in a high purity I/M 7150 aluminum alloy, with specific reference to

crack growth at low and high load ratios in the near-threshold

regime. A trend of increasing growth rates and decreasing threshold

AKTH values with increased aging was seen to be consistent with lower

measured levels of crack closure and a decreasing tortuosity in crack

path. Based on crack growth measurements in moist room air, where

closure due to corrosion product formation (Fig. 2.2) was found to be

negligible in this alloy, the superior fatigue resistance of

underaged microstructures (compared to overaged structures of similar

strength and peak aged structures of higher strength) was attributed

to greater slip reversibility and to enhanced roughness-induced crack

closure (Fig. 2.2) and deflection from the more tortuous crack paths.

Such factors are found to be promoted in alloy systems hardened by

4 coherent, shearable precipitates where the mode of deformation is one

of non-homogeneous planar slip.

d

S.
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Fig. 2.2: Schematic illustration of primary mechanisms of fatigue

crack closure and the nomenclature required in the

definition of stress intensities representative of the

fatigue cycle.
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2.3 Development of Crack Closure and the Threshold Condition for
Short and Long Fatigue Cracks in 7150 Aluminum Alloy

22 ,23

(E. Zaiken)

In an attempt to analyze the behavior of physically "short"

cracks, studies were made of the development, location and effect of

crack closure on the behavior of fatigue cracks arrested at the

"long" crack threshold stress intensity range, AKTH, in under, peak

and overaged microstructures in an I/M 7150 aluminum alloy. By

monitoring the change in closure stress intensity, Kcl, during the in

situ removal of material left in the wake of arrested threshold

cracks, approximately 50 pct of the closure was found to be confined

to a region within nu 500 jim of the crack tip. Following wake

removal, previously arrested threshold cracks recommenced to

propagate at low load ratios even though nominal stress intensity

ranges did not exceed AKTH, representing the behavior of physically

short cracks emanating from notches. No such behavior was seen at

high load ratios. With subsequent crack extension, crack closure was

observed to re-develop leading to a deceleration in growth rates.

The development of such closure was found to occur over crack

extensions comparable with microstructural dimensions, rather than

those associated with local crack tip plasticity. Such results

provide confirmation that the existence of a fatigue threshold and

the growth of physically short cracks are control led primarily by

crack closure.
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2.4 Role of Compression Overloads in Influencing Crack Closur ad
Near-Threshold Fatigue Crack Growth in 7150 Aluminum Alloy

2 -26

(E. Zaiken, P. Donehoo, W. Yu)

Studies were made of the effect of periodic single compression

cycles on near-threshold fatigue crack propagation in an I/M 7150

aluminum alloy. Based on experiments at a load ratio of R = 0.10 on

cracks arrested at the fatigue threshold (AKTH) in under-, peak and

overaged microstructures, large compression overload cycles, of

magnitude 5 times the peak tensile load, were found to cause

immediate re-initiation of crack growth, even though the applied

stress intensity range did not exceed AKTH. Following an initial

acceleration, subsequent crack advance was observed to take place at

progressively decreasing growth rates until re-arrest occurred. Such

behavior was attributed to measured changes in crack closure which

vary the effective near-tip driving force for crack extension

(AKeff). Specifically, roughness-induced closure primarily was

reduced by the application of compressive cycles via a mechanism

involving crack surface abrasion which causes flattening and cracking

of fracture surface asperities. Closure, however, was re-generated

on subsequent propagation resulting in the re-arrest. Such

observations provide further confirmation that the existence of a

fatigue threshold is controlled principally by the development of

crack closure.

. . ,., ,..-. ...-..... ,-o. .,.-. ,:........ ..:.- .,o . . ,y .. ,.... . ... ... . ->. .. ., . .
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND MATERIALS

3.1 Materials

The following commercial wrought aluminum alloys, namely 7150,

2024, 2124, and lithium-containing 2090, were obtained from ALCOA in

*. the solution treated, quenched and stretched (2%) conditions.

Nominal chemical compositions are shown below in Table 3.1. All

alloys were received in the form of 25 mm thick plate, except the

2090 which was 13 mm plate.

Table 3.1: Nominal Chemical Compositions in wt% of Alloys

Si Fe Cu Li Mn M Cr Zn Ti Zr Al

2024 0.50 0.50 4.50 -- 0.50 1.50 0.10 0.25 0.15 -- balance

2124 0.20 0.30 4.50 -- 0.50 1.50 0.10 0.25 0.15 -- balance

7150 0.07 0.11 2.10 . -- 2.16 -- 6.16 0.02 0.13 balance

2090 0.12 0.10 2.70 2.20 0.05 0.25 -- -- 0.15 0.12 balance

Fatigue tests were performed on 6.4 mm thick compact C(T) test-

pieces, heat-treated in the 2124 and 7150 alloys to yield peak-aged

(PA) microstructures and underaged (UA) and overaged (OA)

microstructures at the same approximate yield strength. The

rationale for this was to examine, at constant yield strength, the

influence of different plastic flow mechanisms, i.e., underaged

(i.e., T3) structures are associated primarily with deformation via

planar slip due to the coherent nature of the hardening precipitates

, ..:..-,.,~ **; -. : ...... .. ., ; : - .. . ... . .:...,, . ... .. .* ... . ., ........ .,.,.......,,-. .. ,-_
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whereas overaged (i.e., T7) structures are associated with a more

homogeneous wavy slip from incoherent particle hardening mechanisms.

Specific heat treatment schedules and room temperature

mechanical properties are listed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

The nature of these microstructures has been discussed elsewhere.21

Briefly, in the 7150 alloy, underaged structures were characterized

by coherent GP zones (^ 4-8 nm diameter), which were replaced in the

T6 condition by semi-coherent n' precipitates (Fig. 3.1). T7

structures were hardened by coarsened n' in the matrix and by

predominately incoherent n precipitates in both matrix and grain

boundaries, the latter resulting in small precipitate-free-zones

(, 30 nm half width), as shown in Fig. 3.1c. Grains were pancake-

shaped with an approximate size of 15 by 5 pm.

In the 2124 and 2024 alloys, in addition to the widely

distributed second phase inclusions, the naturally (underaged)

structures were also strengthened by G-P zones. At the peak aged

condition, the major strengthening particles include the Al-Cu 0" and

the magnesium-containing S' phase, both semi-coherent. The overaged

structures were characterized by the formation of incoherent 0' and 8

phases in the matrix and, most noticeably, along the grain

boundaries. The precipitate-free zones were readily found. The

grains were pancake shaped with an approximate diameter of 350 Pm and

thickness of 50 trn (Fig. 3.2).

Corresponding heat-treatments and mechanical properties for 2024

and 2124 alloys also are listed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3.
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Fig. 3.2: Three-dimensional grain structure of aluminum alloy 2125-
T351 (Keller's reagent etch).
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Table 3.2: Heat-Treatments Utilized

7150 Alloy 2024 and 2124 Alloys

Underaged ST* + 1h hr at 1210C ST* + naturally aged (ambient)

Peak Aged ST* + 100 hr at 1210C ST* + 12 hr at 1900C

Overaged ST* + 24 hr at 121 0C ST* + 48 hr at 190oC
+ 40 hr at 1630C

*ST - solution treated, stretched 2%

Table 3.3: Room Temperature Mechanical Properties of Alloys Tested

Work
Yield Redn. Hardening

Strength U.T.S. Elong.* Area Exponent
(MPa) (MPa) (%) (%)

7150

Underaged 371 485 6.8 12.1 0.055

Peak Aged (T6) 404 480 6.0 10.3 0.046

Overaged (T7) 372 478 7.1 12.5 0.058

2024

Underaged (T351) 360 471 17.6 24.3 -

Peak Aged (T851) 432 473 8.4 22.6

Overaged 340 471 9.0 22.8

2124

Underaged (T351) 360 488 17.8 26.7

Peak Aged (T851) 447 479 10.0 23.3

Overaged 370 440 10.2 21.9

2090

Peak Aged (T851) 535 565 11.0 -

*On 25 nu gauge length.

* . * .. * - * - .. - - .. .- ** % *
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In addition, specimens were taken from a plate of commercial

lithium-containing aluminum alloy 2090. The material was furnished

by ALCOA in the T8-E41 condition. The alloy was hot-rolled to a

thickness of 13 mm, solution heat-treated to near-peak conditions,

quenched, and then stretched - 8% prior to aging. The term E41

refers to a processing treatment which is proprietary to ALCOA. The

chemical composition of 2090 is listed in Table 3.1; mechanical

properties (longitudinal orientation) are listed in Table 3.3.

The microstructure of 2090 consists of large, unrecrystallized

grains with planar, elongated shape (Fig. 3.3). Grains are of

approximate size 20 pm thick in the short direction, 500 Wzm wide in

the transverse direction, and a few millimeters long in the rolling

direction. The microstructure of 2090 has been characterized by

Rioja and Ludwiczak.27  They note that the alloy contains four

metastable phases, 6', B', Ti, and T, which are thought to be

precursors to the equilibrium B, T1 , and T2 phases. The 61 phase

(Al 3 Li) normally exists as spherical precipitates, but small

precipitates can also wet the surfaces of the a' (Al3Zr) and T1i

(Al5CuLi 3) phases. It is thought that the 6' phase is responsible

for the strongly-directional mechanical properties of this alloy.

3.2 Test Procedures

To obtain a comparison between long and short crack near-

threshold behavior and to demonstrate experimentally that the

anomalous behavior of through-thickness short cracks results from a

*!ejd 1 U' .. / 9V? ~ %g%...~~-.. -~.

-.I~v..~.L '
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Fig. 3.3: Three-dimensional optical micrograph showing the grain
structure of aluminum-lithium alloy 2090-T8E41 (Keller's

A reagent etch).
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lesser effect of closure in the wake of the crack tip, the "3-in-i"

test specimen/procedure is being utilized, shown schematically in

Fig. 3.4.

Starting with a conventional 1-T compact C(T) test-piece, 6.4 mm

thick, long crack threshold tests are performed at 50 Hz using

standard load shedding procedures to determine the near-threshold

crack growth behavior and the value of the fatigue threshold range

AKTH for long cracks I (A). To demonstrate the effect of closure in

the wake of the crack tip, two procedures are then adopted for the

long crack arrested at AKTH. In certain specimens, material is

machined away behind the crack tip to "remove" closure in the wake.

This has been performed using a jeweler's saw to machine a 0.3 mm

width cut. Conversely, closure is "removed" by applying a single

compression overload. In either case, following such procedures, the

subsequent growth of the formerly arrested long crack is monitored,

under nominally constant AK conditions, until closure has once again
1

developed with increase in crack length to approach crack arrest (B).

The third stage of the test is then to carefully machine away the

majority of the test-piece to leave a (two-dimensionally) small crack

in a strip of metal (C), which is then tested in four-point bend to

investigate near- (and sub-) threshold short crack behavior (D).

In addition, tests were performed to examine the behavior of

naturally-occurring (three-dimensionally) small surface cracks, using

replication techniques. The replication was performed with cellulose

acetate tape and acetone on the top (tensile) surface of rectangular
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A. Long Crack Threshold Test
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C. Machine Off to Leave Short Crack

D. Short Crack Threshold Test
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d~

0 I I/KTH

Machine * AK
Off

Fig. 3.4: Test geometries, procedures, and expected results for the
"3-in-1" specimen developed to experimentally demonstrate
the role of closure and the differences between long and
short crack behavior.
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bend specimens (64 mm x 13 mm x 6.4 mm), tested in four-point

bending. Tests were carried out at a load ratio of R = 0.1 such that

the maximum stress due to bending was 0.9 times the yield stress of

the material. Prior to testing, specimens were metallographically

polished and etched to reveal the grain structure.

4. IN-SITU CRACK CLOSURE MEASUREMENT

4.1 Introduction

Despite the widespread adoption of the concept of fatigue crack

closure, there remains much uncertainty as to the most reliable

methods of measurement. The majority of procedures involve the use

of gauges to obtain a compliance curve for the cracked specimen and

determining the point of deviation from linearity during elastic

unloading along this curve. 2 8 - 3 5  Other methods involve laser

inferometry techniques,35 electrical potential measurements,36

ultrasonics37 and surface replication.
10

Although perhaps the most accurate of all procedures, at least

for surface measurements, the laser inferometry technique for

detecting crack closure requires special instrumentation.35

Electrical potential techniques, although widely used for crack

length measurement, suffer from the presence of crack surface oxide

films which can result in uncertainty on the exact point of crack

surface contact. Replica techniques are accurate, but provide only a

surface measurement and do not lend themselves to automation. For
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standard automated testing, compliance gauge measurements offer the

most practical solution. The gauges can be mounted at the crack

mouth (e.g., clip gauges), on the side surfaces (e.g., Elber gauges)

or on the back-face. Location on the side surfaces is not preferred

as measurements become strongly sensitive to the position of the

crack in relation to the gauge. Of the remaining locations, the

back-face strain approach was selected as it offered substantially

greater resolution than the use of a crack mouth-mounted clip gauge.

4.2 Experimental Details and Discussion

The back-face strain method, 28 3 0 used to evaluate crack

closure,30-32 is based on compliance measurements from a strain gauge

mounted on the back face of the specimen. The closure stress

intensity, Kcl, which is defined at first contact between mating

crack surfaces on unloading, is measured at the point of deviation

from linearity of the elastic unloading compliance curve.

In order to monitor crack closure continuously in real time

during a high frequency (e.g., 50 Hz) fatigue test, an algorithm was

developed with the present system to automate the process of deriving

the point of closure from compliance data. Load and back-face strain

signals were first amplified with two identical amplifiers and

digitized to feed into a PDP-11 computer. Although care was taken to

keep the signals in-phase, due to the nature of the amplifiers some

phase difference between the load and strain signals was found to

exist. Since this can introduce false hysteresis and cause error in
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the closure measurement, a phase shifting circuit was used for

compensation. Active filter circuits are also used to remove the

high frequency noise in the measurement system.

In order to automate detection of the closure point at first

deviation in linearity from the unloading compliance curve, the

straight line portion of the curve was defined and the correlation

coefficient used as an indicator for linearity. First, starting from

maximum load, points from 5 to 10% of the total curve were used to

determine the baseline correlation coefficient. Points were then

added one by one to the data set and correlation coefficients

calculated. Since the correlation coefficient will decrease if the

next point deviates from linearity, and increase if it falls on the

straight line, the closure point was defined where the correlation

coefficient had the highest value, i.e., at the end of the straight

line portion of the curve.

This technique is relatively immune to signal noise because the

correlation coefficient is itself an indicator of noise. Moreover,

its use removes the ambiguities inherent in the manual determination

of closure. Accuracy depends primarily on the accuracy of the

digitizing process and the noise level. Sensitivity and the speed of

the analog-to-digital converter are also crucial to the success of

the method. In the present system, where the speed of the algorithm

was a strong function of the computation speed, the unloading

compliance curve was digitized into about 350 points within a half

fatigue cycle, and involved a computation process of about 10

.9
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seconds. This readily permitted closure measurements to be made

automatically during the test approximately once every 30 seconds.

5. ROLE OF COMPRESSION OVERLOADS IN 2090 ALLOY

5.1 Introduction

Compression cycles are often a common occurrence in service,

particularly for aerospace applications, and are known to be of

importance in the process of crack initiation in smooth specimens.

Their effect on the propagation of (long) fatigue cracks, however, at

least at intermediate to high AK levels, has long been considered to

be minimal (e.g., ref. 38). Although data are limited, several

authors have found growth rates to be slightly faster at negative

load ratios compared to R = 0 in both steels and aluminum

alloys,38-40 although the effect is negligible in certain alloys such

as 7075-T6.38 Under variable amplitude fatigue loading, however,

cyclic compressive stresses immediately following tensile overloads

are known to lessen the post overload retardation in growth rates

which usually accompanies single tensile overloads.41 "43 Moreover,

under certain conditions of cracks initiating from notches, fatigue

crack growth has been demonstrated under purely cyclic compressive

loading (e.g., ref. 44). In fact, the technique has been used as a

reliable means of producing small flaws for short crack

experiments.
12 ,16

. .
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Unlike behavior at higher growth rates where effects are small,

recent studies at near-threshold levels have highlighted a

significant role of compressive cycling on crack extension

behavior.24-26,39 ,40 Not only are threshold AKTH values lower at

R = -1 compared to R = 1, but large periodic compressive cycles (of

the order of one half the yield stress) applied during positive R

cycling have been shown to dramatically reduce the threshold and to

accelerate crack growth rates in both ferrous and aluminum alloys.

Physical explanations for these effects have been suggested in terms

of the redistribution of residual stresses ahead of the crack tip and

reduced closure forces due to a diminished deformation zone left

behind the crack tip, 40,45 and the flattening of fracture surface

asperities and a compacting of corrosion debris on crack faces, both

processes leading to a reduction in closure.
24-26

Previous studies24-26 have examined the role of compression

cycling by applying compression overloads to cracks arrested at the

threshold AKTH, principally in the 7150 alloy. Here it was found

that the compaction of fracture surface asperities was a primary

mechanism. Accordingly, the objective of the present work was to

examine this effect in an alloy known for its dependence upon

asperity-induced crack closure.

The alloy chosen for study was the lithium-containing 2090-T8E41

alloy, where it was found that crack growth at AKTH could be promoted

through the application of periodic compression cycles, of magnitude

two times the peak tensile load. Similar to 2124 and 7150 aluminum

I
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a11oys, such compression-induced crack growth at the threshold

decelerates progressively until the crack re-arrests, consistent with

the reduction and subsequent re-generation of crack closure. The

compressive loads required to cause such behavior, however, were far

smaller in the 2090 alloy. Such diminished resistance of aluminum-

lithium alloys to compression cycles was related to their enhanced

fextrinsic" crack growth resistance (from crack path deflection and

resultant crack closure), and the reduction in this shielding due to

compacting of fracture surface asperities by moderate compressive

stresses.

5.2 Experimental Procedures

Results on the 2090-T8E41 aluminum-lithium alloy were compared

with results on 2124-T351 and previous reported results24 on 7150

alloy in the under-, peak and overaged conditions.

Fatigue crack propagation testing was conducted with 6.4 mm

thick compact C(T) test pieces, machined from the center of the plate

in the T-L orientation. Tests were performed in controlled room

temperature air (220 C, 45% relative humidity) using computer-

controlled electro-servo-hydraulic testing machines operating at a

frequency of 50 Hz (sine wave) and load ratio (R = Kmin/Kmax) of 0.1.

Direct current electrical potential methods were used to continuously

monitor crack length. Corresponding measurement of crack closure was

achieved using an automated back-face strain compliance technique.

To minimize the inherent experimental difficulties and ambiguity in

-*" '- , :.', -,,-., :-.-, " "- - -'- " "--*- - -•. - " .- ' . . . - 'x- - " -
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such closure stress intensity Kcl measurements, the system was

programmed to monitor closure continuously by determining the highest

load where the elastic unloading compliance curve deviated from

linearity.46 Data are presented both in terms of the nominal stress

intensity range, defined as AK = Kmax - Kmin, and, after allowing for

crack closure, the effective stress intensity range, defined as

AKeff = Kmax - Kcl.

Compression overload experiments were performed by first

propagating a crack to arrest at the fatigue threshold, AKTH,

operationally defined at a growth rate less than 10-9 m/cycle. The

approach to the threshold was performed using an automated load-

shedding scheme of AK = AKo exp[C(a - ao)], where AK and a are the

instantaneous values of stress intensity and crack length, AKo and ao

* are their initial values and C is the K-gradient set to -0.1 mm-1.

Single (spike) compressive overloads were then applied to the

arrested crack at AKTH. The magnitudes of the compressive overloads

were varied between one and four times the maximum tensile load in

the cycle; the absolute values were between 0.3 and 2.2 kN,

corresponding to fictitious "negative" stress intensities of 3.5 to

14 MPavf. The length of the arrested fatigue cracks was about 5 to 9

mm beyond the initial notch, to give a total length between 22 and

28 mm. Following application of the compression cycle, subsequent

crack extension and the development of closure were continuously

monitored, with the loading conditions maintained at a constant AK =

AKTH.

_ L
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5.3 Baseline Fatigue Behavior of 2090-T8E41

Fatigue crack propagation rate (da/dN) data for 2090-T8E41 are

plotted in Fig. 5.1 as a function of the nominal and effective stress

intensity ranges, AK and AKeff, respectively. Corresponding closure

Kcl values are given by the data points in Fig. 5.2. At R = 0.1, the

alloy shows a nominal fatigue threshold of AKTH a 3.4 MPavlm, which is

comparable with other high strength aluminum alloys, such as 2124 and

7150, in their commercial tempered conditions (Fig. 5.3a). Despite

having at least 30% higher strength than the other alloys, crack

advance in 2090 can be seen to be consistently slower over the entire

range of growth rates (except for near-threshold growth in 2124-

T351), and to show a particular superiority above 10-6 rn/cycle. The

latter observations are not associated solely with an increased

elastic modulus, as 2090 still shows lower growth rates compared to

2124 and 7150 when the data are replotted in terms of AK, normalized

with respect to Young's modulus (Fig. 5.3b). Conversely, the

improved crack growth properties appear to be consistent with the

fact that, unlike 2124, crack closure levels in 2090 do not decay

rapidly with increasing stress intensity range above the threshold;

rather Kcl values remain above 50% Kmax out to AK levels about

7 MPavf- (Fig. 5.2).

The higher levels of crack closure, which give rise to a lower

AKeff and hence to slower growth rates, are consistent with the

highly crystallographic nature of the crack path in 2090, compared to

2124, as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. Similar to that reported for other

% *--*.* % . -
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Fig. 5.2: Variation in closure stress intensity, Kcl, normalized
with respect to Kmax, with nominal stress intensity range,
AK, for 2090-T8E41 alloy at R = 0.1. For comparison,
crack closure data are also shown for 2124 and 7150
alloys.
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aluminum-lithium alloys (e.g., ref. 47), the crack path shows

frequent deflections at both near-threshold and particularly higher

&K levels, giving it a marked "zig-zag" appearance from propagation

along slip bands. Resulting fracture surfaces are thus characterized

by numerous "cleavage-like" facets, with additional evidence of

secondary cracking. Although such crystallographic crack path

morphologies are not uncommon in precipitation-hardened aluminum

alloys, particularly at near-threshold levels in coherent particle-

hardened (planar slip) microstructures (e.g., ref. 21), behavior in

Al-Li alloys is striking in that this mode persists to much higher

growth rates, accounting for the higher levels of closure and much

slower growth rates above i0-6 n/cycle.

5.4 Compression Overload Testing

The effect of single (spike) compressive overloads on cracks in

2090 arrested at AKTH is shown in Fig. 5.5, in terms of post-overload

crack extension as a function of number of cycles. The application

of a 100% compression cycle (corresponding to a compressive load of

equal magnitude to the peak tensile load at threshold) showed no

detectable effect on either crack closure or crack growth.

Compression cycles of 200% and above, however, resulted in rapid

crack extension, following short dormant periods, even though

conditions were maintained at a constant AK equal to the threshold.

Above 400% compression, cracking commenced immediately following the

overload, without any dormant period.

p.
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Fig. 5.5: Fatigue crack extension at constant AK = AKTH in 2090-
T8E41 alloy, as a function of the number of cycles
following the application of 100, 200, 300 and 400% single
compression overload cycles. Compression overloads are
applied to cracks arrested at the threshold AKTH at
R =0.1.
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For comparison, data for 2124-T351, 7150-T651 and 7150-T751,

measured under identical test conditions, are included in Fig. 5.6.

Whereas 200% compression overloads are required to re-initiate

cracking at AKTH in 2090, at least 300% overloads are required in

2124 and 500% overloads in 7150.

The initial acceleration at AKTH, which is shown in Fig. 5.6 as

function of compressive load amplitude, was followed by a progressive

deceleration in growth rates until re-arrest. Post-overload crack

extensions to re-arrest ranged from 110 pm, following 200%

compression, to 410 pm, following 400% compression. Such behavior

was found to be concurrent with a measured reduction in Kcl at the

overload, and the subsequent re-generation in closure with further

crack extension. Quantitative estimates of the consequent increase

in local "crack driving force," AKeff, at the overload, and its decay

with crack extension, are plotted in Fig. 5.7. Fractographical ly,

the reduction in closure following compression overload cycles could

be attributed to signs of fretting debris and specifically to

compaction of asperities and abrasion on fracture surfaces, similar

to behavior reported previously in 7150.24

It is apparent that, although the aluminum-lithium alloy shows

much improved crack growth properties under constant amplitude

conditions, in the presence of periodic compression loading, the

growth of arrested threshold cracks can occur far more readily.

Paradoxically, both features are a consequence of the same

phenomenon, i.e., the tortuous crack paths and resultant crack

1 - - . .. . . -, .. , . . . . - . . , . . . - . - - , . . . . .
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Fig. 5.6: Comparison of compre-,sion overload results for 2090.-T8E41
with results for 2124 and 7150, showing initial crack
growth rate, following the compression cycle, as a
function of the magnitude of the overload. Note the
increased sensitivity of the aluminum- lithium alloy to the
compression cycles.
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Fig. 5.7: Variation in AK (= Kmax - Kmin) and AKeff (= Kma x - Kcl)
with crack extension at AKTH for fatigue crack growth
following compressive overloads on arrested threshold
cracks in 2090-T8E41 alloy. AKeff values are computed
from Kcl data, measured using the back-face strain
compliance technique.
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closure from asperity wedging, which are characteristic of coherent

particle-hardened microstructures and particularly of aluminum-

lithium alloys.4 7 ,48 The crack deflection and roughness-induced

closure certainly provide enhanced crack tip shielding to impede

crack extension, yet, by the same token, the increased dependence on

crack closure due to any wedging mechanism inside the crack will

necessarily make the alloy prone to "damage" (i.e., reduced shielding

in a higher AKeff) in the presence of compressive loads from the

potential break-up of the wedge.

5.5 Conclusions

Based on a study of fatigue crack propagation behavior at

R = 0.1 in 12.7 mm plate of the aluminum-lithium-copper alloy 2090-

T8E41, with specific emphasis on the effect of compressive overload

cycles, the following conclusions can be made:

1. Crack growth rates in 2090, over the range 10
-9 to 10-4

mm/cycle, were found to be lower than in 2124 and 7150, when compared

at peak strength or at their respective commercial tempers. The

superiority of 2090 was particularly evident above 10-6 mm/cycle.

2. Such behavior was attributed primarily to the strongly

crystallographic and tortuous nature of the crack path, which

promoted crack tip shielding from crack deflection and consequent

roughness-induced crack closure, and not solely to the increased

elastic modulus of 2090. Unlike 2124 and 7150, shielding persisted

into the mid-range of growth rates above 10-6 mm/cycle.

z.
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3. The application of single compression overloads, of

magnitude two times the tensile peak load, was sufficient to cause

the extension of cracks arrested at the threshold AKTH in 2090, even

though the applied AK level was maintained at AKTH. Such growth at

* TH was concomitant with a reduction in crack closure following the

compression cycle, apparently resulting from the crushing of fracture

surface asperities and compacting of fretting debris.

4. Post-overload crack growth rates were found to decay

progressively until re-arrest, concurrent with the re-generation of

(roughness-induced) crack closure with crack extension.

5. Due to an increased dependence on crack tip shielding, 2090-

T8E41 shows a higher sensitivity to periodic compressive load cycles,

compared to traditional high strength aluminum alloys. Specifically,

the compressive loads required to cause crack growth at AKTH were

over a factor of two smaller in 2090, than in 2124 or 7150.

6. SHORT CRACK GROWTH IN 2124 ALLOY

6.1 Introduction

There are many factors which contribute to differences in

behavior between long and short cracks.2-20 ,35,46,49 -63  The problem

of microstructurally-small flaws, for example, may simply result from

the inappropriate use of continuum mechanics involving the

preferential initiation and growth of flaws in "soft spots" in the

microstructure. Conversely, where crack sizes are comparable with

,-, , d' , , ,'' - . *.:. ,. ...-. ,. .-* , . .. - .- p.,.,, .. , .. . ... .. *.'-....,- -, , . .- ,, ..- ..., ..- ,.* - ,
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the extent of crack tip plasticity, or where cracks are embedded

within the plastic zone of a notch, differences may result simply

from the inappropriate use of LEFM in characterizing crack tip

fields.8,52 Other major differences have been related to the three-

dimensional nature of crack growth,53 "55 anomalously higher plastic

strains at the tips of microstructurally-small cracks,49'56 and

environmental effects.15'18,20  However, in essence, the problem is

one of a breakdown in similitude57 and thus in defining the

appropriate "crack driving force" for small crack growth. Such a

driving force must account for excessive plasticity ahead of the

crack tip and more importantly crack tip shielding behind it.
16,46

The so-called anomalous behavior of small fatigue cracks is

studied here with reference to the phenomenon of crack tip shielding,

i.e., where the "effective crack driving force" actually experienced

in the near-tip region is reduced from the applied (far-field) value.

Sources of shielding are described in terms of mechanisms which act

primarily on the wake of the crack, and rely on the production of

elastically constrained zones which envelop the crack (zone

shielding), on the generation of wedging, bridging or sliding forces

between the crack surfaces (contact shielding), and on crack path

deflection and meandering. It is shown that the general implications

of shielding are resistance-curve toughness behavior, contrasting

microstructural factors controlling crack initiation and crack

growth, reduced growth rates, and "small crack" effects.46  The

latter notions are illustrated by experimental studies on near-
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threshold fatigue behavior in a 2124 aluminum alloy, where shielding

arises predominantly from crack closure induced by fracture surface

asperity contact. By comparing the crack propagation and closure

data for long cracks (of length n 25 mm) and physically-short cracks

(of length ^. 50 to 400 pm), it is shown that shielding becomes

increasingly more effective with increase in size of the short crack,

resulting in crack size-dependent behavior. For two-dimensional

short cracks, it is concluded that the lack of shielding provides the

dominant mechanism for the growth of cracks below the long crack

threshold stress intensity range. Moreover, the development of

shielding with initial crack extension can result in progressively

decreasing growth rate behavior as the threshold is approached.

6.2 Experimental Procedures

The material used was the commercial 2124-T351 25 mm thick plate

discussed in Section 3. The heat treatment and room temperature

mechanical properties were also listed in that section (Tables 3.1-

3.3).

All fatigue testing was performed in controlled room temperature

air (220 C, 45% relative humidity) using electro-servo-hydraulic

testing machines operating at a frequency of 50 Hz (sine wave) with

load ratios (R = Kmin/Kmax) 0.1, 0.5 and 0.75. D.C. electrical

potential methods were used to monitor crack length, whereas a back-

face strain technique provided continuous (macroscopic) measurements

of crack closure.
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In order to isolate the role of shielding and minimize problems

from non-uniform growth, experiments were confined to the two-

dimensional physically-short flaw, of a length no greater than 400 pm

(large compared to computed plastic zone sizes). To compare the

near-threshold crack growth and closure behavior of such flaws with

long cracks, a "3-in-i" test procedure was utilized, as described in

Section 3.

C(T) specimens, machined in the T-L orientation from the plate

mid-section, were used to determine long crack growth rates and

fatigue threshold values AKTH for crack lengths between 17.5 and

38 nm. Thresholds were approached using an automated load-shedding

scheme. After arrest at threshold, the distribution of closure along

the crack length was examined by progressively removing material from

the crack wake and monitoring the change in Kcl at each step. With

the specimen at minimum load, material was slowly removed to within

250 pm of the tip using a \, 0.3 mm wide jeweler's saw cut. Fol lowing

wake removal to leave a small crack emanating from a (sharp) machined

notch, cycling at threshold levels was resumed and the subsequent

growth rate and closure behavior closely followed. Finally, after a

further load shedding sequence to re-arrest the crack at the

threshold, the major portion of the specimen was carefully machined

off to leave a rectangular bend specimen (12mmwide by6mmthick)

containing a short crack. Initial crack lengths between 50 and 250

pm could be readily obtained with this procedure. Short crack growth

* ..... ,... .... . . . , . . . . . . . . .. . ..
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rate and closure data were then established in four-point bending

under progressively increasing loads.

6.3 Long Crack Behavior

Fatigue crack growth rate data at R = 0.1 for underaged and

overaged microstructures in 2124 alloy are shown in Fig. 6.1 for 17.5

to 38 mm long cracks over the range 5 x 10-11 to 10-7 m/cycle.

Growth rates (da/dN) are plotted as a function of both the nominal

stress intensity range, AK, and, after allowing for crack closure

(Fig. 6.2), the effective stress intensity range, AKeff, defined as

Kmax - Kcl. Specific threshold data are listed in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Long Crack Fatigue Threshold Data for 2124 Alloy

CTOD Plastic Zone

R Kcl KTH jH eff ' 6 max rA rmax

(MPavm) (W~avm) (MPa/m) (nm) (w~m) (p~m) (pm)

Underaged 0.10 2.43 3.58 1.42 126.9 0.31 4.02 19.9
0.50 0.67 1.97 1.52 37.6 0.30 1.91 19.1
0.75 0.23 1.53 1.48 22.7 0.73 0.72 46.0

Overaged 0.10 1.04 1.97 1.04 36.6 0.09 1.13 5.6

Similar to long crack results in 7000 series alloys (e.g., ref.

24), underaged structures show lower near-threshold fatigue crack

propagation rates and higher threshold AKTH values compared to

.i
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overaged structures. Such superior crack growth properties have been

associated with the planar slip characteristics of coherent particle

hardened microstructures. This results in greater slip reversibility

and hence less crack tip damage per cycle, and in higher levels of

crack closure from the more faceted (crystallographic) crack path,

crack deflection and the consequent enhancement in roughness-induced

closure from fracture surface asperity contact (e.g., refs. 24 and

47).

Following removal of their wake, threshold cracks arrested at

R = 0.1 were observed to propagate when cycling resumed at the

threshold AKTH, similar to behavior reported for 7090, 7150 aluminum

alloys and A508 steel.22,23 ,34,64 Such observations of crack growth

at the threshold provide confirmation that experimentally measured

values of AKTH are associated primarily with the build-up of closure,

and do not necessarily represent an intrinsic material threshold.

Consequently, where shielding mechanisms are inhibited, such as with

small flaws or cracks at notches, or in the presence of compressive

overload cycles,24 the consequent increase in uear-tip driving force

may result in crack growth at or below AKTH, and in general to growth

rates which exceed those of long cracks at the same stress intensity

level.

6.4 Short Crack Behavior of Notches

The experiment described above, where crack extension at AKTH

was observed following removal of the wake of an arrested threshold

w' .'4 ' . - . " " " " ' " " ' ' '""" " " • " " " , , _ -
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crack, additionally provides an example of the accelerated growth of

short cracks at notches, i.e., a fatigue crack (of length 250 pm)

growing from a notch (of root radius % 300 pm) in a region well

beyond the notch field. Under constant load conditions with AK

initially at AKTH, cracks at R = 0.75 remain stationary, whereas at

R = 0.1 they commence to propagate in both structures. Even though

the nominal K levels are marginally increasing, such growth occurs

at a progressively decreasing growth rate over the first 300 pm,

displaying the "trough-like" behavior characteristic of small cracks

at near-threshold levels (Fig. 6.3).

Such behavior can be readily accounted for by considerations of

crack tip shielding, specifically through characterization in terms

of a local driving force (see also refs. 22,23,34,64). Concurrent

back-face strain measurements of Kcl, over the 1 mm of growth

following wake removal, show a steady increase in closure with

initial short crack extension (Fig. 6.4). The value of Kcl

approaches an apparent saturation value, after roughly 400 pm of

crack extension, comparable with the long crack Kcl value at

threshold (Table 6.1). As indicated in the figure, when such Kcl

data are incorporated into the calculation of an effective stress

intensity range, it can be seen that the initial progressive

reduction in growth rates shown by the short crack is directly

consistent with a corresponding progressive decrease in AKeff.

It should be noted that the "small crack effect" observed in

this experiment was achieved with a short crack of length 200 to
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Fig. 6.4: Variation in growth rate, Kcl, and nominal and local crack
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crack extension at AK = AKTH for physical ly-short cracks
(a = 200-400 pm) emanating from a machined notch in 2124-
T351 alloy at R =0.1.
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400 pm; length dimensions which are large compared to the scale of

local plasticity (maximum plastic zone sizes do not exceed 20 pm).

Thus, so-called "anomalous" behavior of small flaws does not

necessarily result simply from a breakdown of linear elastic fracture

mechanics, but rather from differences in the local crack driving

force due to the varying influence of crack tip shielding with crack

length.

6.5 Physically-Short Crack Behavior

Results for the behavior of physical ly-short cracks growing from

a free surface are shown in Figs. 6.5-6.7 for the underaged (T351)

microstructure. Specimens were cycled at a series of stepwise

increasing AK levels starting well below the threshold AKTH. As

shown in Fig. 6.5, for an initial crack length of approximately 50

pm, short crack growth commences with a rate initially exceeding 10
-8

m/cycle at a AK level as low as 0.58 MPavi, only to decelerate

progressively until arrest at 0.67 MPa,/i after an extension of

roughly 140 jim. After an increase in applied load, cracking abruptly

re-starts, again followed by progressive deceleration to arrest.

This sequence of events is repeated several times until the crack

length reaches 450 jim, whereupon the short crack data merges with

long crack results following a characteristic minimum in growth

rates.

During each deceleration and arrest event for the short crack,

the development of crack closure with crack extension was closely
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monitored. Results for one such event, involving the extension of a

90 pm long crack to 230 pm, are shown in Fig. 6.6. The progressive

reduction in growth rates leading to arrest can be seen to be

associated directly with a concurrent increase in crack closure,

which results in a corresponding reduction in AKeff. The magnitude

of this increase is associated with very high levels of Kcl/Kmax

approaching 0.9, far in excess of those for long cracks. Although

closure data were not measured during every arrest event in Fig. 6.5,

it was apparent that, since the crack retained closure generated from

previous load steps, there was a cumulative increase in Kcl

throughout the entire sequence. These results are plotted as a

function of AKeff in Fig. 6.6.

Similar sub-threshold behavior has been reported for naturally-

occurring small cracks, specifically for 15-30 pm deep, semi-

elliptical surface flaws initiated at graphite nodules in nodular

cast iron. 5 5  Here, the deceleration and arrest phenomenon was

attributed qualitatively to the three-dimensional nature of cracking,

involving initial preferential growth at the surface before an

equilibrium crack shape was formed.53 55  While certainly a mechanism

for the apparent initial retardation of small surface cracks, close

fractographic examination of the through-thickness cracks in the

present study revealed no such evidence of non-uniform growth.

- . -- . . - . -
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6.6 Discussion

The current experimental results provide quantitative evidence

of the dominant role of crack tip shielding, specifically from

fatigue crack closure, in influencing the near-threshold behavior of

both long and physically-short fatigue cracks. First, with respect

to long cracks, wake machining experiments clearly show that i) the

existence of a threshold stress intensity range for no crack growth,

AKTH, and ii) the effect of load ratio in influencing AKTH, can be

attributed to variations in the magnitude of the closure stress

intensity, Kcl. The commonality of threshold values for each

structure, when computed in terms of AKeff, would appear to suggest

that some intrinsic threshold does exist for long cracks.

Second, for (two-dimensional) physically-short cracks, both

emanating from a sharp notch or at a free surface, observations of

crack growth at stress intensities below AKTH, at rates which

progressively decay to arrest or merge with long crack data, have

been shown to be associated quantitatively with an initial lack of

shielding and its subsequent development with crack extension.

Specifically, the sub-threshold decay in short crack growth rates has

been related to a concurrent increase in Kcl, such that the local

driving force, AKeff, sees a minimum.

Although care must be exercised in interpreting growth rate data

plotted as a function of AKeff, due to experimental uncertainties in

the measurement of Kcl, it is apparent from the present results that,

even after allowing for crack closure, physical ly-short cracks can

• - .1.
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propagate below the long crack (AKeff) threshold (Fig. 6.7). Thus,

similar to conclusions reported for microstructurally-small cracks in

-56

aluminum alloys,56 shielding via crack closure apparently does not

provide a complete rationalization for the enhanced growth rates of

small flaws, although it clearly provides a major contribution. The

nature of the other contributing mechanisms is currently uncertain,

although in-situ surface measurements on microstructurally-small

cracks in 2024 and 7075 alloys have shown higher plastic strain

levels at the tips of the small flaws,49 ,56 conceivably resulting

from reduced zone shielding associated with the limited plastic wake.

Finally, with respect to the practical problem of dealing with

the small crack effect in fatigue design and life prediction, it

would appear that the damage-tolerant methodology of integrating

growth rate data between the limits of initial and final crack size

can be extended into the physically-small crack regime through the

use of a driving force which accounts for crack tip shielding

(principally from closure and possibly deflection) and, where

necessary, excessive plasticity ahead of the tip. Parameters based
A.

on AKeff and perhaps AJ may be considered appropriate here. This

approach, however, cannot be extended indefinitely to account for the

behavior of microstructural ly-smal I flaws, which may initiate and

grow from local "soft spots" in the microstructure. Since the size

scales in this regime are below the continuum approximation, any

deterministic analysis based on a presumed material parameter must be

considered questionable. It would seem that a probabilistic approach

.4
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here will be most useful which, when added to the extended damage-

tolerant analysis, can yield more realistic estimates of total

fatigue life.

6.7 Conclusions

Based on an investigation into the role of crack tip shielding

in influencing the behavior of long and small fatigue cracks,

involving an experimental study of long (% 25 mm) and physically-

short (% 50-400 im) near-threshold cracks in 2124 aluminum alloy, the

following conclusions can be made:

1. The existence of a threshold stress intensity range AKTH for

the dormancy of long cracks was found to be associated with high

levels of crack closure, with values of Kcl/Kmax approaching 0.7. By

accounting for such closure through the use of the AKeff parameter,

the influence of load ratio, but not microstructure, in affecting

long crack growth rates and threshold values became minimal.

2. Through removal of material from the wake of long cracks,

arrested at the threshold, to discern the distribution of shielding,

over 60% of the closure was found to be located within 900 im of the

crack tip.

3. Through-thickness physical ly-short cracks, both emanating

from a sharp notch or from a free surface, were observed to propagate

at nominal stress intensity ranges at, or below, AKTH. Short crack

growth rates were observed to decay progressively until arrest (or

I. '< , ; - - , ,. '- -: . " " .. i .: . . . . . . , - . . , .
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before merging with long crack data), concurrent with a measured

increase in Kcl and consequent reduction in AKeff.

4. Differences in behavior between long and physically-short

cracks appear to be rationalized largely by the variation in crack

closure with the extent of crack wake. However, as short cracks were

still observed to propagate below the effective threshold stress

intensity range (after accounting for closure), other factors, such

as enhanced crack tip plastic strains, must be involved.

7. ASSESSMENT OF THE SMALL CRACK PROBLEM

7.1 Introduction

The total fatigue life of engineering structures and components

is often dominated by the time (or number of cycles) during which

incipient cracks are small (typically less than 1 mm) and propagating

at low growth rates. However, it is in this regime that the behavior

of such cracks may become non-unique, and exhibit growth rates far in

excess of those of long cracks (typically larger than 10 mm)

subjected to the same nominal "driving force," e.g., the same stress

intensity range.2
-20 ,35,46 ,4 9g 72

In this section, the salient features of the problem are

evaluated with respect to the various classes of small flaws. In

addition, some thoughts are offerred on the incorporation of small

crack methodology into current design and fatigue life prediction

N

. .
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analyses and on the development of new materials with superior

resistance to the growth of microcracks by fatigue.

7.2 The Small Crack Problem

The small crack problem is in essence one created by fracture

mechanics through a breakdown in the similitude concept at small

crack sizes.57  For example, it has been shown65 that crack tip

strain fields for large and microstructurally-small fatigue cracks,

driven by nominally equivalent cyclic stress intensities, are

qualitatively and quantitatively dissimilar. It is thus a problem of

defining a flaw size-independent "crack driving force" to account for

observations that small cracks can propagate at rates different from

those of corresponding long cracks at the same nominal driving force.

In the large majority of cases, small crack growth rates exceed those

of long cracks, although there is evidence in steels of a mild

reverse effect.66,67 Following initiation, small cracks are observed

to grow at stress intensities below the long crack threshold; some

extend with decaying growth rates until arrest, while others

propagate quite rapidly to merge with long crack behavior (Fig. 2.1).

The problem therefore has practical significance, because damage-

tolerant fatigue lifetime computations are invariably based on long

crack data. As overall life is most influenced by low growth rate

behavior, the accelerated and sub-threshold extension of small flaws

can lead to potentially dangerous over-predictions of life.

i°

-N -.
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7.3 Definition of a Small Crack

Adjectives describing various types of small crack currently

abound, although some consensus is emerging. For example, the

distinction between (three-dimensional) small flaws and (two-

dimensional) short flaws, the latter being small in all but one

dimension, clearly is of importance.53,56 Short flaws are generally

through-thickness cracks, no smaller than 50 pm, which are created

artificially by removing the wake material from long through cracks.

Their behavior appears to be dominated, like that of large cracks, by

the cyclic stress intensity factor AK (for small-scale yielding),

corrected by considerations of crack closure.46,53  Naturally-

occurring small flaws, conversely, often approach microstructural

dimensions, and although their behavior is still largely affected by

closure, several other factors, including crack shape,53,54 enhanced

crack tip plastic strains,56 and local arrest at grain

boundaries,68,69 are of comparable significance.

Useful qualifiers remain microstructurally-, mechanically- and

physically-small (or short), which pertain respectively to cracks

small compared to microstructural dimensions, to the scale of local

plasticity, and simply to cracks of a size less than 0.5 to 1 mm.19

In addition, fatigue cracks have also been described, with reference

to environmental effects, as chemically-small, 15,18,20,70 as

described below. Each of these classes of small flaw is associated

with particular phenomena which primarily distinguish it from long

crack behavior (Table 7.1). For example, for mechanically-small

.- ,' * - : ,: _ *, . :. .,.. .... :.............................. i; i:........ i....;..................
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Table 7.1: Classes of Small Fatigue Cracks

Responsible Potential
Type of Small Crack Dimension Mechanism Solution

Mechanically-small a S rya excessive (active) use of A], AS
plasticity tCTOD

Microstructurally- a dgb crack tip shielding probabilistic
small enhanced Aep approach

2c £ 5-10 dg crack shape

Physically-small a : 1 mm crack tip shielding use of AKeff
(crack closure)

Chemically-small up to local crack tip
10 mmc environment

ary is plastic zone size or plastic field of notch.

bdg is critical microstructural dimension, e.g., grain size, a is the
crack depth and 2c the surface length.

CCritical size is a function of frequency and reaction kinetics.

flaws, characterization in terms of elastic-plastic fracture

mechanics (e.g., through the use of ACTOD or AJ7 ), or even in terms

of the strain energy density AS, 7 1 may help resolve differences in

growth rates behavior between long and small cracks. On the other

hand, for physically-small flaws, allowance for differences in the

magnitude of crack closure (e.g., through the use of AKeff) appears

to be the predominant correlating factor.16,19,46,72 In the case of

microstructurally-small flaws, all these factors may be important,

plus others associated with local inhomogeneities in the

" !"
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microstructure, non-uniform growth, retardation at grain boundaries,

and so forth.
56'66'68

In particular, the microstructurally-small, rapidly growing

crack corresponds to a three-dimensional crack whose plastic zone is

less than the key microstructural dimension, which in most cases is

the grain size. Thus, the crack tip tends to operate as it would in

a single crystal preferentially oriented for operation of the

relevant crack extension mechanism. In addition, the crack front

encompasses relatively few grains, so that growth is not averaged

over many disadvantageously oriented grains. The latter is probably

a major factor in distinguishing smal 1 cracks from short through-

thicknrss cracks, whose fronts must necessarily sample many grains.

It further provides an explanation why crack tip shielding alone is

generally sifficient to rationalize behavior of the short through

crack.

7.4 Origins of Differences Between Long and Small Crack Behavior

Several major factors have been identified which are primarily

responsible for differences in long and small crack behavior (Table

7.1). Of particular significance is the varying contribution of

crack tip shielding, with size of the crack wake, in locally reducing

the effective driving force experienced at the tip.46 Such shielding

arises in fatigue from crack closure (e.g., refs. 19,71), and to a

lesser extent from crack deflection,73 and has been shown to be

diminished at small crack sizes. 4 6 '5 3  However, for

2.
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microstructurally-small cracks, it is now apparent that closure does

not provide the entire solution (although uncertainties in

experimental measurement make this question difficult to resolve).

There is now considerable evidence that, additionally, such flaws are

impeded locally by grain boundaries,68,69 influenced by non-uniform

growth,53 ,54 and may experience higher cyclic plastic strains at

their tips.56  Finally, differences in local crack tip environment

with crack size provide the source of the chemically-short

effect,15'18'20'70 as described in Section 7.5.

7.5 Environmental Effects

One of the most complex issues involved in the small crack

problem is associated with (liquid) environmental effects.15,18 ,20 ,70

As outlined by Gangloff and Wei, 7 0 the chemical ly-short crack may

still propagate 1.5 to several hundred times faster than long cracks

subjected to the same mechanical driving force. Moreover, it may be

somewhat larger than the microstructurally- or mechanically-short

flaw, as short crack behavior has been reported for crack sizes

upwards of - 10 mm. (Precise statement of the size range for

chemically-short cracks cannot be defined; it depends upon several

factors and is principally controlled by frequency and reaction

kinetics.) The discrepancy in behavior is attributed to differences

in local crack tip chemical environment and conditions.
15 ,18 ,20 ,70

The critical issues thus pertain to the determination of crack tip

conditions, as a function of crack length, in terms of the coupled
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processes of fluid transport and chemical/electrochemical reactions

within the crack, and the determination of the origin of the

environmentally-enhanced cracking rates in relation to the hydrogen

embrittlement and film rupture/dissolution mechanisms.

7.6 "Driving Force" for Small Crack Propagation

Several authors (e.g., refs. 7,19,46,50,53,70) have sought

improved field characterizing parameters to describe the driving

force for small crack advance (Table 7.1). Although parameters such

as Aa and Acp have been suggested,50 only those parameters that can

be measured globally, yet define (at least nominally) local

conditions, are reviewed here. For mechanically-small cracks, where

the extent of local plasticity is comparable with crack size,

elastic-plastic fracture mechanics solutions have been proposed

through the use of &]7 and AS.71 While certainly appropriate for

taking account of excessive plasticity ahead of the tip, it should be

noted that J is a nonlinear elastic parameter, and thus cannot

account for the vital influence of wake plasticity (prior plastic)

zones behind the tip. Similarly, the use of AS cannot account for

the varying contribution from wake-related crack tip shielding. To

allow for such wake effects, which principally cause crack closure,

the adoption of a closure-corrected AKeff appears to be a suitable

approach for physically-small cracks46'53 and cracks emanating from

notches.1 3  For microstructurally-small flaws, however, such

deterministic treatments may simply not apply, as initial cracking

. . . . . . .. ,"
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may center on local preferential growth sites ("soft spots") in the

microstructure. 56 Here a probabilistic approach may be the optimum

treatment to describe the behavior of such tiny flaws.

7.7 Intrinsic Thresholds

There is now good evidence that intrinsic threshold cyclic

stress intensities may exist for long fatigue cracks. By subtracting

out the contribution from crack closure through the use of the AKeff

parameter, threshold values at low load ratios approach those at high

load ratios where closure effects are minimal (e.g., refs. 16,46).

Similarly, intrinsic thresholds may exist for physically- and

mechanically-short cracks, of magnitude comparable with the effective

long crack value. 4 6 , 5 1 , 5 3  For microstructurally-small cracks,

however, the question of an intrinsic threshold may not be

meaningful. Here the "fatal" flaws are the ones that initiate first

at local "soft spots" in the microstructure. As their dimensions are

well below any continuum approximation, characterization in terms of

a material parameter clearly would be inappropriate. Further, in

light of evidence56 suggesting the invalidity of AK within this flaw

size regime, it may be more appropriate to consider a threshold

stress, rather than a stress intensity, for microstructurally-small

flaws (i.e., akin to the fatigue limit).
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7.8 Small Crack Methodology in Life Prediction and Design

For physically- or mechanically-small cracks, the adoption of

small crack methodology in life prediction analyses would appear to

be feasible by mere extension of the current damage-tolerant

procedures to smaller crack sizes through the use of AKeff, or an

equivalent elastic-plastic characterizing parameter. Such an

approach would greatly enhance projected lifetimes, as computations

are dominated by the regimes where the crack is small and advancing

slowly. Conversely, for the reasons outlined above, descriptions of

the extension of microstructurally-small flaws will not be generally

amenable to deterministic analyses which rely on (continuum) material

parameters, and should be treated with probabilistic approaches.

7.9 Small Crack Considerations in Alloy Design

From an alloy design perspective, the study of small cracks and

associated long crack thresholds has resulted in a far clearer

understanding of the various contributions to fatigue resistance.

Moreover, it has led to the realization that microstructural features

which benefit resistance to the growth of (long) cracks may have an

entirely different influence on crack initiation and small crack

growth. To impede long crack growth, the primary mechanisms are

extrinsic, whereby mechanical, microstructural, and even

environmental mechanisms are utilized to reduce locally the crack

driving force.46 Here, promotion of crack tip shielding, principally

through crack closure and deflection, provides the most potent effect

+" 'i _,,' -'% '-' ,.'-'-".-......................................."."".".-..-.".......-.....-..'_-' ""."
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under cyclic loading. Conversely, to impede crack initiation and the

early growth of microstructurally-small cracks, where shielding

effects are minimized, the primary mechanisms are intrinsic. For

example, fine grain sizes offer best resistance to crack initiation

and small crack growth in many alloys (e.g., ref. 51), yet in these

same materials it is the coarse grain structures which promote the

roughest crack paths and hence provide greatest resistance to long

crack growth (through crack deflection and roughness-induced closure)

(e.g., ref. 74).

In essence, the ideal alloy design approach is to clean-up the

material for optimum resistance to crack initiation, incorporate

small, randomly oriented grains to inhibit small crack growth, and

then to add microstructural "crack stoppers" through shielding

mechanisms to impede long crack growth. It may also be possible to

minimize the small crack problem by incorporating texture, so that as

few grains as possible are oriented for easy crack extension relative

to a known uniaxial loading axis.

7.10 Conclusions

1. Small fatigue cracks can be characterized as mechanically-

small (comparable with the extent of local plasticity),

microstructurally-small (comparable with the scale of

microstructure), physically-small (typically less than 1 mm in size),

or chemically-small. Their common property is that they can

propagate at rates which differ from, and generally exceed, those of

"S " - -'-., ",.' -i , > --'- , , , , -,i , ," , ' , ' .' . -. ". , .- ..-.-: ' " - - - -- - - . .. - -. --,
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long cracks at the same nominal stress intensity factor, leading to

potentially non-conservative damage-tolerant lifetime predictions.

2. The primary factors responsible for differences in behavior

between long and mechanically- and physically-small flaws are,

respectively, extensive plasticity ahead of the tip, and crack tip

shielding from crack closure behind the tip. Such differences may be

in part normalized through characterization in terms of AKeff, or an

equivalent elastic-plastic field parameter.

3. The behavior of microstructurally-small flaws differs from

long cracks because of several factors, including excess crack tip

plasticity, crack closure, crack shape and deflection, retardation at

grain boundaries, and enhanced crack tip plastic strains. Such flaws

may not be amenable to characterization in terms of a global field

parameter, as their dimensions lie below continuum size-scales.

4. Approaches to apply small crack methodology to fatigue life

prediction are suggested in terms of i) the use of AKeff, or

equivalent elastic-plastic parameter, to extend damage-tolerant

procedures into the physical ly-smal I crack regime, and ii)

probabilistic analyses of the initiation and early growth of

microstructurally-small flaws.

5. In life prediction, the concern is with predicting the

growth of the most rapidly growing, ultimately fatal, small crack.

To design alloys which are resistant to such behavior, the approach

must be to eliminate such maverick flaws, by creating microstructures

to arrest the microstructurally-small cracks which are able to

d"d .Z . .-. ' . _ ' t . - - - ' . '. - - .. . , . . . - ' ' - . . - - - - -
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nucleate. Thus, for optimum fatigue resistance, the approach may

involve using clean materials to inhibit crack initiation, small

randomly oriented grains to inhibit small crack growth, and employing

crack tip shielding (i.e., microstructural "crack stoppers") to

impede the growth of long cracks.

8. BRIEF SUMMARY OF FUTURE WORK

Studies planned for the coming year will be primarily directed

towards characterizing the behavior of microstructurally-small

(naturally-occurring) surface flaws, of sizes ranging from 5 to 400

pm, and the comparison of such results with the short, through-

thickness flaws (a % 40 to 400 pm) and long flaws (-. 20 mm) described

in the current report. Studies on through-thickness short cracks

have the disadvantage that the flaws are created artificially (see

Section 3), yet they do offer the possibility of measuring the

development of crack closure with initial small crack extension.

With the exception of laser inferometry techniques,35 it is not

possible to monitor similarly the closure generated with small

surface flaws. However, such cracks nucleate at the local

preferential growth sites ("soft spots") in the microstructure, and

therefore are a far better simulation of service conditions.

Accordingly, it is planned to complete the study of the growth and

closure characteristics of the through-thickness flaws in overaged

2124 and in 2090-T8E41, and then microstructurally-small surface
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cracks in four-point bend samples of underaged and overaged 2124 and

in 2090-T8E41.

Due to the strong anisotropy of the 2090 aluminum-lithium alloy,

both with respect to microstructure and mechanical properties,

attempts will be made to gather small crack data in the longitudinal,

transverse and short-transverse directions. Because of the limited

plate thickness (i.e., 13 mm), the evaluation of short-transverse

properties will be performed using double-cantelever beam (DCB)

specimens of dimensions 51 mm x 13 mm x 6.4 mm. Crack growth data

will be analyzed in terms of the Newman and Raju stress intensity

solutions 75 for small surface cracks, and will be considered in terms

of a full fractographic evaluation of the fatigue surfaces.

Studies on the role of compression cycling will be continued

with particular attention to the aluminum-lithium alloy. In order to

study the effect with a well-defined stress field, center-crack

panel-type specimens will be used with a set of specially designed

friction grips. Single compression cycle tests, as well as negative

* . load ratio tests, will be performed to fully understand the effect of

compression cycling in the fatigue crack propagation. It is expected

that the use of compression will decrease the amount of closure

generated during crack growth. Consequently, it is anticipated that

higher growth rates will be observed for tests with negative-R ratios

than tests with positive-R ratios at comparable values of applied

stress intensity range.

-- *- *
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Effects of Microstructure on Fatigue Crack Propagation and Crack Closure
Behavior in Aluminum Alloy 7150

E. ZAIKEN* and R. 0. RITCHIE

Department of Materials Science and Mineral Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720 (U.S.A.)

(Received June 8, 1984; in revised form August 20, 1984)

ABSTRACT this regime the origin of such closure has been
A. sassociated with mechanisms such as crack
A study has been made of the role of aging surface corrosion deposits [3-6], irregular

treatment in influencing fatigue crack propa- fracture morphologies coupled with crack tip
gation and crack closure behavior in a high shear displacements [7-9] and fluid-induced
purity ingot metallurgy aluminum alloy 7150, pressure [121, in addition to conventional
with specific reference to crack growth at low mechanisms relying on cyclic plasticity [1]
and high load ratios in the near-threshold (Fig. 1). The effect of the closure, which in-
regime. A trend of increasing growth rates and duces contact between mating fracture sur-
decreasing threshold stress intensity AKth faces at positive stress intensities Kc1 during
values with increased aging was seen to be the loading cycle, is to reduce the local driv-
consistent with lower measured levels of crack ing force for crack advance from nominally
closure and a decreasing tortuosity in crack applied levels, e.g. AK = K - Kmin, to
path. On the basis of crack growth measure- some near-tip effective level AKf Km.. -

ments in moist room air, where closure due Kc, [1] where Km.., Kmtn, &I and AK are
to corrosion product formation was found to the maximum stress intensity, minimum stress
be negligible in this alloy, the superior fatigue intensity, closure stress intensity and range of
resistance of underaged microstructures (corn- stress intensities respectively.
pared with overaged structures of similar On the basis mainly of data in steels, the
strength and peak-aged structures of higher effects of variable-amplitude loading, fre-
strength) was attributed to greater slip revers- quency, load ratio, microstructure, environ-
ibility and to enhanced roughness-induced ment and temperature have all been associ-
crack closure and deflection from the more ated with closure phenomena (for a review
tortuous crack paths. Such factors are pro- see ref. 26). In non-ferrous alloys, however,
moted in alloy systems hardened by coherent less information exists. Elber [1] and Schmidt
shearable precipitates where the mode of and Paris [21 first applied the concept of
deformation is one of non-homogeneous (plasticity-induced) closure to cyclic behavior
planar slip. in aluminum alloys in an attempt to explain

variable-amplitude loading and load ratio

1. INTRODUCTION effects in these alloys. Subsequent studies in
this system have focused largely on effects of

Recent studies into the mechanics and microstructure and environment [13-22].
mechanisms of fatigue have identified a Petit and Zeghoul [13] and Vasud6van and
prominent role of crack closure in influencing Suresh [14] identified a role of oxide-induced
crack propagation behavior (see for example closure, although enhanced crack surface
refs. 1-26). This is particularly apparent at oxide films were only detected in overaged
low growth rates (i.e. below about 10-6 mm aluminum alloy 7075 and, unlike behavior in
cycle -l) near the fatigue threshold stress in- steels (4-61, were not consistent with lower
tensity range AKth for no crack growth. In growth rates. The more important liecha-

nism in aluminum alloys appears t6be associ-

*Present address: Shiley Incorporated, Irvine, CA ated with roughness-induced closure, where it
92714, U.S.A. has been suggested that the strongly crystal-
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Kd AK "K* KI

(c) (M Time

Fig. 1. (aHe) Schematic illustration of the primary mechanisms of fatigue crack closure ((a) plasticity-induced
closure; (b) oxide-induced closure; (c) roughness-induced closure; (d) viscous-fluid-induced closure; (e) phase-
transformation-induced closure) and (f) the nomenclature required in the definition of stress intensities repre-
sentative of the fatigue cycle.

lographic nature of crack paths [27-32], par- 2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
ticularly in underaged structures, promotes
closure [17-20] and crack deflection [19, 20, Conventionally cast ingot metallurgy alu-
33] and thus reduces near-threshold growth minum alloy 7150 was supplied by Alcoa
rates. Recently, these concepts of deflection with the composition shown in Table 1. The
and closure have been applied to rationalize AI-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy, which is a high purity
the microstructural effects on fatigue crack version of aluminum alloy 7050 (with lower
growth in aluminum alloy 7075 [191. The de- silicon and iron contents), was received as
creasing threshold stress intensity AKth values plate 25 mm thick in the solution-treated and
with increasing aging treatment were attrib- 2% stretched (W51) condition. Samples for
uted to a smaller influence of closure associ- fatigue and tensile testing were machined at
ated with less crystallographic crack paths quarter-thickness and thr e-quarters-thickness
although, apart from oxide thickness mea- locations and tempered to produce under-
surements, detailed crack closure measure- aged, peak-aged (T6) and overaged (T7)
ments were not made. structures. The specific heat treatments and

In the present work, effects of microstruc- resulting room temperature uniaxial tensile
ture during precipitation hardening are ex- properties are shown in Tables 2 and 3 re-
amined on fatigue crack propagation in a spectively. The underaged and overaged heat
high purity aluminum alloy 7150 in the light treatments were designed to produce struc-
of quantitative measurements of oxide film tures with approximately similar yield
thickness, fracture surface roughness and clo- strength. Transmission electron micrographs of
sure stress intensity values. It is shown that the three microstructures are shown in Fig. 2.
near-threshold growth rates are slowest in Underaged structures are characterized by
underaged structures, consistent with the coherent Guinier-Preston zones roughly 4-8
highest measured closure loads, and the most nm in diameter, which on further aging are
deflected crack paths. No evidence of oxide- replaced by semicoherent intermetallic 77'
induced closure could be detected. precipitates (MgZn 2 -Mg(CuAl) 2) in the peak-
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TABLE 1

Nominal chemical composition

Element Si Fe Cu Mg Zn Ti Zr Al
Amount (wt.%) of element in alloy 7150 0.07 0.11 2.10 2.16 6.16 0.02 0.13 Balance

. ,TABLE2

* **--Heat treatments utilized for tests on alloy 7150

e ACondition Heat treatment

Underaged STa+ 1lh at 1210 C
0 Peakaged(T6) S +100hat121C

S * Overaged (T7) ST + 24 h at 1210 C + 40h at 163 C

0 o aST, solution treated, quenched and stretched 2%

* •(W51 condition).

(a) 0.06 um precipitate-free zones of half-width about 30

. 0 7 -. nm), together with coarsened ' in the matrix.
,,% . . There is also evidence of small dispersoid par-
S 1" ° ticles (e.g. Al3 Zr) of less than 10 nm in diam-

.. ." eter. Grains were somewhat elongated along
" . ,'"- 3 -( ~.._i * . the rolling direction with an approximate size
04-we. b .. '.,-' of l5/m by 5pm.

- .I " - "  Fatigue crack growth tests were performed

. . - "- in controlled room temperature air (22 0C;
,a""- ". relative humidity, 45%) on compact tension

* ~ Wu&~test pieces 6.4 mm, thick machined in the TL
. &et*pw 3,'. orientation (i.e. the load was applied in the long

transverse direction and the crack propagated
() in the longitudinal direction). Using d.c. elec-

trical potential techniques to monitor crack
*.7h'! growth, tests were performed under load con-, jtrol at 50 Hz (sine wave) frequency with load

ratios R (= K.in/Kmax) of 0.10 and 0.75.
Near-threshold crack propagation rates were
determined under manual load-shedding (de-

. creasing AK) conditions and checked under

'. increasing AK conditions. The threshold level
S i

" I AKth was defined as the highest AK level
-- ,. giving growth rates less than 10- mm cycle - '

-ii. .-,... '" ~ [34], with the majority of tests duplicated.
- f " a00 6_ , Macroscopic crack closure measurements to

4r S - 0 determine Kc values were performed in situ
Fig. 2. Transmission electron micrographs of (a) with the back-face strain technique using two
underaged, (b) peak-aged (T6) and (c) overaged (T7) strain gauges to record strain both parallel and
ingot metallurgy aluminum alloy 7150. sri agst eodsri ohprle nperpendicular to the loading axis (Fig. 3) [22,

24]. Mean closure loads were deduced from
aged condition. In overaged structures, pre- the point during the loading cycle where the
dominately incoherent 17 phase precipitates resulting elastic compliance curves of load
(MgZn 2 compounds) are found in both the versus relative strain deviated from linearity.
matrix and the grain boundaries (with small Crack surface corrosion deposits were mea-

*1 , - " .-. ,.- - . ' -,-.- ' ' " -,- ',.. . . ' .. . "--''"""""',x ,. .; - . -" . " . "''" """"""""""""""- . . . 0 -
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TABLE 3

Room temperature mechanical properties of alloy 7150

Condition Yield strength Ultimate tensile Elongationa Reduction Work-hardening
(MPa) strength (MPa) (%) in area (%) exponent

Underaged 371 485 6.8 12.1 0.055
Peak aged (T6) 404 480 6.0 10.3 0.046
Overaged (T7) 372 478 7.1 12.5 0.058

sOn a 32 mm gauge length.

Ltures, at near-threshold levels it is evident that

L4o, underaged structures show the highest fatigue
P_ ,. _~ resistance in terms of lowest growth rates and

0 highest threshold AKth values. Similar be-
, . . havior has been reported for other aluminum

rA1-8 alloys, including ingot metallurgy 7075 [15-
,19], 7475 [20, 31] and powder metallurgy

- --- -- a 7091 [32]. Compared with those for the*,underaged structure, the threshold AKth
r,,,M values in the present results are roughly 15%

ansd ." and 28% lower in the peak-aged and overaged
Pig. 3. Schematic illustration of the back-face strain structures respectively at R = 0.10 (Table 4).
technique used to estimate closure stress intensity Thresholds are similarly reduced with in-
K 1 values. PmaX, Pmin and Pc are the maximum,
minimum and closure loads respectively, creased aging at R = 0.75, although the abso-

lute magnitude of the differences in AKth
values is much smaller.

sured by scanning Auger spectroscopy using 3.2. Crack closure data
an Ar + sputter rate of 45 A min - ' [25]. The Corresponding crack closure data, in terms
excess oxide thickness, representing the excess of back-face strain measurements of KcjtKma,
material inside the crack, was computed with as a function of AK, are shown in Fig. 5 for
a Pilling-Bedworth ratio of 1.3 for A120 3 , the three microstructures at both R = 0.10
assuming oxide growth in only the thickness and R = 0.75. Similar to behavior reported
direction and equal thicknesses on each face. for several ferrous and non-ferrous alloys at
The degree of fracture surface roughness was low load ratios (see for example refs. 20-24),
assessed from scanning electron and optical the degree of crack closure at R = 0.10 in-
micrographs of the crack paths in terms of the creases sharply with decreasing AK level,
ratio of total length of the crack to the pro- approaching a maximum of KcI/Kmn, close to
jected length on the plane of maximum ten- unity at AKth. Although no evidence of clo-
sile stress. sure could be detected experimentally in any

microstructure at R = 0.75, at low load ratios
the underaged structures showed the highest

3. RESULTS closure levels, consistent with their highest
thresholds.

3. 1. Growth rate behavior
The variation in fatigue crack propagation 3.3. Fractography

rates da/dN with stress intensity range AK for Scanning electron micrographs of the
alloy 7150 in the underaged, peak-aged and fatigue fracture surfaces close to AKth in the
overaged conditions is shown in Fig. 4 for three aging conditions are shown in Fig. 6.
load ratios of 0.10 and 0.75. Although growth The fractography is transgranular in all cases
rates above about 10-6 mm cycle - ' are similar with evidence of slip steps, ledges and facets.
at each load ratio for all three microstruc- Such facets are particularly pronounced in

- . . . . -d - ' ' . ' -: - - - - , . , ' . . " , ' .. . , . , , - . , -
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Fig. 4. Variation in fatigue crack growth rate da/dN as a function of stress intensity range AK for ingot metal-
lurgy aluminum alloy 7150 tested at R = 0.10 and R 0.75 in controlled moist air. Data are shown for underaged,
peak-aged (T6) and overaged (T7) microstructures.

Condition Symbol for the following load ratios

R=0.I1 R=0. 75

Underaged 0 .
Peak aged ( 0
Overaged A A

TABLE 4

0.75 1.56 22 0

Phekol aage T6) oy75 todraiso 0.10 2an-d9 6.5 08 312

Overaged (T) 0.10 2.253.33 500 0.87 -3 1.06

0.75 1.16 13 0 =t3

'At the threshold AKth.
bThe ratio of the total crack length to the projected length on the plane of maximum tensile stress.
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Fig. 5. Variation in crack closure, in terms of the ratio KI/Kmax of closure stress intensity to maximum stress
intensity, as a function of AK for underaged (0, e), peak-aged (T6) (o, m) and overaged (T7) (6, A) alloy 7150
at R = 0.10 and R = 0.75.

the underaged structure and have an ap- opening displacements ACTOD, indicating
pearance characteristic of crystallographic that, for this alloy tested in room air environ-
fatigue surfaces [27, 35, 361. The rougher or ments, the contribution from oxide-induced
more tortuous nature of the crack path in the crack closure is likely to be minimal.
underaged structures can be seen more clearly
in Fig. 7 where crack profiles are shown for
the three conditions. In contrast with the zig- 4. DISCUSSION
zag appearance of underaged fractures, crack
paths in the overaged structures are predomi- Similar to other aluminum alloys [17-20,
nately linear with far fewer crack deflections. 27-331, the present results on a high purity

Associated Auger measurements of the ingot metallurgy alloy 7150 indicate clearly
extent of crack surface corrosion deposits are that underaged microstructures have superior
shown in Fig. 8. In marked contrast with be- near-threshold fatigue crack propagation re-
havior in lower strength steels [6, 25], there sistance to overaged and peak-aged micro-
is no evidence in this present alloy of any structures. This is seen in terms of lower
pronounced oxide accumulation within the growth rates below about 10-6 mm cycle -

crack even at threshold levels. Oxide films were and higher threshold AKth values at both low
similar for all aging conditions at both load and high load ratios, although the magnitude
ratios with a measured thickness of the order of the effect is diminished at R = 0.75 (Fig.
of 3 nm, comparable with the limiting thick- 4). The higher thresholds in the underaged
ness of naturally occurring oxides in this structures are consistent with increased crack
alloy. Such results are similar to those re- closure (Fig. 5), faceted and crystallographic
ported for alloy 7075 in the underaged and fracture surfaces (Fig. 6) and more tortuous
peak-aged conditions. However, they are in crack paths (Fig. 7), compared with the
contrast with those reported for overaged smoother more linear (undeflected) crack
alloy 7075, where excess oxide thicknesses morphology in overaged structures. Data indi-
approached 100 nm at AKth (R = 0.33) [14]. cating this trend of lower thresholds with
As listed in Table 4, the excess oxide film decreasing KI/Km. values and decreasing
thicknesses in alloy 7150 are small compared degrees of fracture surface roughness for in-
with computed values of the cyclic crack-tip- creasing aging are listed in Table 4.

Np
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(a)Pa

-I
(b) Om

(b) M0

% . Fig. 7. Crack path morphology of near-threshold
fatigue cracks in ingot metallurgy aluminum alloy, i r ~7150 in the (a) underaged, (b) peak-aged (T6) and

codiios Moiona(c) ~ ~ (c) overaged (T7) conditions. Horizontal arrows

Fig. 6. Scanning electron micrographs of fatigue frac- indicate direction of crack growth; vertical arrows

ture surfaces close to AKth(R = 0.10) in ingot metal- indicate the location of crack arrest at AKth.

lurgy aluminum alloy 7150, showing the morphology
in (a) underaged, (b) peak-aged (T6) and (c) over-
aged (T7) microstructures. Horizontal arrows indi- phases [23, 24, 33] or in the present case by
cate direction of crack growth, crystallographic deflection at grain boundaries)

can lead to slower fatigue crack growth rates
through a reduction in local crack driving

In keeping with current notions on the role force. This results from three major factors:
of crack closure [26], this trend (which has (i) a lower effective da/dN due to a longer
been similarly rationalized in alloys 7075 [17, path length of the crack, (ii) lower effective
19] and 7475 [20]) is to be expected. Akin stress intensities at the crack tip due to crack

. to behavior in dual-phase steels [23. 241, 3 an- deflection from the plane of maximum tensile
nealed titanium [37, 38] and AI-Li alloys stress [33] and (iii) lower effective ranges of
[39], the generation of a meandering crack stress intensities at the crack tip due to the
path (either by crack deflection at harder resulting production of increased crack

- ':-'.. .; . .. , .- . . .. :: ... . ...- . :'- :- .-. , .- ... .. . ,.. . -. , . ., .-. - -. . .- . . . _ .
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Fig. 8. Scanning Auger spectroscopy measurements of excess crack surface oxide deposits as a function of fatigue
crack length and growth rate da/dN, Data points for ingot metallurgy aluminum alloy 7/150 in the underaged,
peak-aged and overaged microstructures (R = 0. 10) are compared with prior data [ 61 on lower strength steels at
low load ratios.

closure from asperity contact behind the geneous deformation (i.e. coarse planar slip)
crack tip [7-91. Since the thicknesses of crack promotes a crystallographic crack path. Be-
surface oxide films are so small compared cause slip is occurring on fewer slip systems,
with ACTOD values, it appears that the major the degree of slip reversibility is greater and
contribution to this closure in the present hence the crack tip damage per cycle is less.
alloy originates from the roughness-induced Conversely, in overaged systems where the
mechanism (Fig. 1) aided by the rough out-of- mode of hardening is now Orowan bypassing
plane crack morphologies and the crack tip of semicoherent or incoherent larger non-
shear displacements [401 which result. These shearable precipitates, the resulting homo-
effects are far less pronounced in the overaged geneous deformation (i.e. wavy slip) generates
structures where crack paths are more linear a far more planar fracture surface because of
(Fig. 7) such that corresponding crack growth the larger number of finer slip steps. This
rates are higher. Furthermore, at the high load leads to greater slip irreversibility and more
ratios, differences between underaged and crack tip damage per cycle. Furthermore, as
overaged microstructures are reduced because noted by Z edalis e t al. [ 311, the larger pre-
the role of crack closure is diminished at the cipitate-free zones in overaged 7000 series
larger crack-opening displacements ( Fig. 5). aluminum alloys arising from the growth of

This argument is consistent with previous incoherent grain boundary precipitates must
explanations based solely on microstructural contribute somewhat to the lower fatigue
factors [28). In underaged precipitation- resistance in these microstructures.
hardening systems, where the mode of alloy Finally, it is interesting to note that the
hardening is primarily the shearing of small microstructures which show superior fatigue
coherent precipitates, the resulting hetero- crack growth resistance at near-threshold

,,S
, : , ', , . ,, . " . ".. ... : . . . , ,. .. . . .. " ., ,/ , ." . . ° , . - ". ' . , - '. . - -'-: . .; "- ' . -' .' , ,: , -
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levels do not i cessarily retain such resistance (ii) The superior fatigue crack growth re-
at higher growth rates [41, 42]. For example, sistance of the underaged structures is attrib.
although the effect is not apparent in alloy uted to greater slip reversibility and to en-
7150 (Fig. 4), underaged microstructures in hanced roughness-induced crack closure and
many aluminum alloys show faster growth deflection from more tortuous crack paths,
rates above about 10- mm cycle7' and slower factors which result from the non-homo-
growth rates close to AKth, compared with geneous planar slip characteristics of deforma-
overaged structures. Such observations tend tion in microstructures hardened by coherent
to support explanations based on crack clo- (shearable) precipitates.
sure since at higher growth rates, with associ- (iii) Crack flank corrosion deposits in all
ated larger crack-tip-opening displacements, microstructures were small compared with
the effect of closure mechanisms relying on near-threshold crack-tip-opening displace-
asperity contact (i.e. roughness-induced ments at both load ratios, indicating that the
mechanisms) would be reduced. Conversely, contribution from oxide-induced crack clo-
where crack closure and deflection mecha- sure in this alloy is minimal.
nisms are important (e.g. for transient crack
growth behavior under variable-amplitude
loading conditions), underaged structures ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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On the Development of Crack Closure
and the Threshold Cundition o Short and
Long Fatigue Cracks in 7150 Aluminum Alloy

E. ZAIKEN and R. 0. RITCHIE

In an attempt to analyze the behavior of physically "short" cracks, a study has been made of the
development, location, and effect of crack closure on the behavior of fatigue cracks arrested at the
"long" crack threshold stress intensity range, AKTH, in underaged, peak aged, and overaged micro-
structures in a 7150 aluminum alloy. By monitoring the change in closure stress intensity, Kr,, during
the in situ removal of material left in the wake of arrested threshold cracks, approximately 50 pet of
the closure was found to be confined to a region within -500 Am of the crack tip. Following wake
removal, previously arrested threshold cracks recommenced to propagate at low load ratios even
though nominal stress intensity ranges did not exceed AKTi, representing the behavior of physically
short cracks emanating from notches. No such crack extension at AKr" was seen at high load ratios.
With subsequent crack extension, crack closure was observed to redevelop leading to a deceleration
in growth rates. The development of such closure was found to occur over crack extensions com-
parable with microstructural dimensions, rather than those associated with local crack tip plasticity.
Such results provide further confirmation that the existence of a fatigue threshold and the growth of
physically short cracks are controlled primarily by crack closure, and the data are discussed in terms
of the micro-mechanisms of closure in precipitation hardened alloy systems.

1. INTRODUCTION sponding minimum in growth rates. If this minimum
IN recent years the existence of a fatigue threshold, repre- "driving force" approaches the effective stress intensity
seentng ars tintencae y btelo whrh lo g repr- range at the threshold, then the short crack can arrest leading
senting a stress intensity range AKIn below which long to the phenomenon of nonpropagating cracks. 6 Otherwise,
cracks appear dorm&nt, has been shown to be intimately the small crack continues to grow and will merge with long
associated with the development of crack closure in the crack behavior. Crack closure, however, is only one of
wake of the crack tip (e.g., References I through 16). Such several mechanisms which may contribute to discrepancies
closure, which results from interference between mating between long and short crack behavior although, in the
fracture surfaces, acts to reduce the local "crack driving absence of major electrochemical effects, it appears to be
force" from nominal levels, based on global measurements the most significant. 6

of applied loads and crack size, e.g., AK = K,,.,, - Kmn, to Evidence to support such hypotheses is still compara-
some lower effective near-tip level, e.g., AKff = K - tively limited, due possibly to theoretical difficulties with
K.1, where K1 is the stress intensity at first contact of the the mechanics of cracks of limiting continuum dimensions
crack surfaces during unloading." There is also a growing and experimental difficulties in monitoring their crack
body of evidence that suggests that the "anomalous" be-
havior of short cracks, which are small compared to micro- propagation and closure behavior. Studies in lower strengthstrtu ral sz-crales, orith eent oall cmpatoicror steels have claimed a direct correspondence between short
structural size-scales or the extent of local plasticity or crack and conventional long crack growth rate data whensimply physically small (s a sm), is linked similarly to the closure is accounted for through characterization with AKff,development of closure, 11

6
.1
-

21 as such cracks can initiate based on experimental Kc, measurements. '"' Mechanistic-
and grow at progressively decreasing growth rates below the bsdo xeietlImaueet.~Mcaitcthresold eo aroresingy ecreing wth elog ck ally, this is difficult to rationalize as current models forthreshold before arresting or merging with long crack crack closure, which rely on mechanisms involving cyclic
behavior'"','"' (Figure 1). Specifically, short cracks by wake plasticity, 7 crack surface corrosion product forma-virtue of their limited wake are presumed initially to be only tion, 34 ' fracture surface roughness 61 8 and deflection,
marginally influenced by closure'- 2 ' such that, compared to fluid pressure within the crack,"2 6 '7 and metallurgica
equivalent long cracks at the same nominal "driving force", phase transformations, "in general do not define a crack size
their effective "driving force" is higher, implying violation pas e f cos, fores. How e e a cal mod-
of K or J-based similitude. " With increasing length, the dependence of closure forces. However, analytical mod-corresponding development of closure can compensate ini- eling of fluid-induced closure 7 and experimental mea-surements of roughness-induced closure in titanium alloys 8

tially for the increase in nominal AK, such that the effective do show increasing closure with increasing crack length
"driving force" can pass through a minimum, with a corre- until "saturation" long crack levels are reached. Moreover,

recent measurements on small cracks in notched and un-
notched HSLA steel samples, where the mechanism of

E. ZAIKEN. formerly Graduate Student %ith the Dcprtrint of Me- closure was undefined, clearly show this development of
chanical Engineering. University of California. Berkclcv is now %kth closure with short crack extension.29
Shiley Incorporated, Irvine, CA 92714. R.O RITCHIE , Prtesor.
Department of Materials Science and Mineral Engineering n ,crtty of One promising experimental approach to describe this
California. Berkeley. CA 9472). role of crack closure in influencing near-threshold long

Manuscript submitted July 19. 1984. cracks and sub-threshold short cracks has been to monitor
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o a m d dTable !H. Heat Treatments Utilized for Tests on 7150 AlloyConstant -ampl itude loading

Ruconstant Underged ST* + .5 hrat 1Z1 °C
Feak Aged (T6) ST* + 100hr at 121 *C
Overaged (T7) ST* + 24 hr at 121 'C + 40 hr at 163 °C

*ST-solution treated, quenched, and stretched 2 pct (W51 condition)
Short crack

log do fromnoc
dN thV

SLongcrck II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Short crcks (LEFM) A. Material

The material studied was a conventionally-cast 7150 alu-
minum alloy, supplied by ALCOA as 25 mm thick plate in
the solution treated and 2 pct stretched (W51) condition.
This material, of composition shown in Table 1, is a high
purity version of 7050 with lower levels of Si and Fe.
Samples were machined at quarter and three-quarter thick-
ness locations and tempered to produce underaged, peakI Long crack threshold A KTH aged (T6), and overaged (T7) microstructures, with under-

log a K aged and overaged structures designed to have similar yield

Fig. I -Schematic representation of typical variation in fatigue crack strengths. Specific heat treatment schedules and room tem-
propagation rates (da/dN) with stress intensity range (AK) for "long" and perature mechanical properties are listed in Tables II and III,
"short" cracks. Note how at near-threshold levels short flaws grow at respectively. The nature of these microstructures has been
progressively decreasing growth rates, either to arrest as nonpropagating discussed elsewhere. ,39 Briefly, underaged structures were
cracks or to merge with long crack behavior." LEFM refers to characteri- characterized by coherent GP zones (-4 to 8 nm diameter),
zaion in terms of linear elastic fracture mechanics. which were replaced in the T6 condition by semi-coherent

Ti' precipitates (Figure 2). T7 structures were hardened by

behavior following the physical removal of closure forces. coarsened -q' in the matrix and by predominately incoherent
This has been achieved principally through the micro- 17 precipitates in both matrix and grain boundaries, the latter
machining of material left in the wake of the crack resulting in small precipitate-free zones (-30 nm half
tip,"' l

' " although one study has emi loyed single corn- width), as shown in Figure 2(c). Grains were pancake-
pression overloads." Early attempts in nickel-based super- shaped with an approximate size of 15 by 5 tim.
alloys (WASPALOY*), where a single 0.31 mm diameter

B. Fatigue Testing
*WASPALOY is a trademark of United Technologies Corporation. Fatigue crack propagation tests were conducted in con-

hole was drilled a short distance (within 0.31 mm) behind trolled room-temperature air (22 °C, 45 pct relative hu-
the tip of a threshold crack, did not reveal a,,y substantial midity) using 6.4 mm thick compact-type C(T) specimens
changes in closure." However, more recent work' 1.1 .

4 em- machined in the T-L orientation. Tests were pertfoimed
ploying machined slots to remove wake material have under load control with a frequency of 50 Hz (sine wave) at
shown (i) that long cracks previously arrested at the thresh- load ratios (R = K,,/Kmu) of 0.10 and 0.75. D.C. elec-
old AK behave as short cracks and recommence to propa- trical potential techniques were used to monitor crack exte-
gate at threshold levels after removal of the wake, and (ii) sion. This method can be considered to have a resolution of
that closure well behind the crack tip is relatively less im- at least 0. 1 mm on absolute crack length and can detect
portant compared to near-tip closure (i.e., within 1 mm or changes in crack length of the order of 10 A~m. 2 Period-
so from the tip). ically, macroscopic crack closure measurements were made

The objective of the present investigation is to utilize this in situ to determine K1 values, using a back-face strain
technique to examine the development, location, and effect technique. As desc ibed elsewhere," two strain gauges were
of crack closure on arrested threshold fatigue cracks in affixed to the back face of the specimen to record strain both
underaged, peak aged, and overaged microstructures in a parallel and perpendicular to the loading axis. Mean closure
7150 aluminum alloy, where the salient mechanisms of clo- loads were deduced from the point during the loading cycle
sure are a strong function of the degree of precipitation wher, the resulting elastic compliance curves of load vs
hardening. relative strain deviated from linearty.

Table 1. Nominal Chemical Composition in Wt Pct

Si Fe Cu Mg Zn Ti Zr Al
7150 0.07 O1 2.10 2.16 6.16 0.02 O, 13 talance
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Table U. Room Temperature Mechwnkal Properte r 725 AJloy

Yield Strength U.T.S. Elong.* Rtdn. Area, W.)k Hardening

(MPa) (MPa) (Pct) (Pct) Exponent

Underaged 371 485 6.8 12.1 0.055
Peak Aged (T6) 404 480 6.0 10.3 0.046
Overaged (T7) 372 478 7.1 12.5 0.058

*On 32 mnm gauge length

crackA - J ...- a--- dt4
0~d N

* aK

a. Long Crack Threshold Toso

removl
machine emoalke

a 0.06Pm 7,ff wake

I-C . Constant AK
" - " Longcrock

I . , • , S.

," . ' O . b. Removal of Woke

f * ~ * * Fig. 3-Proxedures used in the experneit to examane the effect of
A *~ ~ I * p removing material left in the wake of long cracks arrested at the fatigue

, - *t " threshold.

. • , "1 - b . Constant amplitude crack growth data were obtained be-

.'.*- ; . tween-0 -'and 10 -mm/cycle underbothdecreasingand
F -[WW , increasing AK conditions, with the threshold AKrn oper-

40 ationally defined as the highest stress intensity range giving,.i-. .. . . growth rates less than 10-' mm/cycle.' Procedures in-
I- a -volved in the wake removal eperiments are shown sche-

matically in Figure 3. A threshold long crack, with total
" length (including notch) typically of the order 23 to 25 mm,

was produced by manual load shedding until arrest at AKrN.
Material in the wake of the crack tip was then removed

qb ilp progressively in steps of roughly 0.5 to I mm, or less, while
a 4 ,the specimen was maintained at mean load, using a fine

jeweler's saw with a width of cut of approximately 300 gm.
,., The micro-machining was conducted extremely slowly to

mine Kc, values were performed after each machining step,

' ._ , t
buntil the remaining fatigue crack was of a length a4 ,0.5 mm Following removal of material to within 500 ,tm

L4 of the tip, cyclic loads were reapplied at AKrN. and sub-
".. sequent crack extension and closure behavior closely moni-

" .,tored. Although constant load cycling was employed, due to
C. the small magnitude of both the crack extension and loads.

Fig. 2-Transmission electron micrographs of the mi,,,ru, ture of conditions were effectively constant AK (AK varying by
(a) underaged, (b) peak aged (T6), and (c) overaged r I %1 150 less than 0.02 MPaVm) over the first 0.1 to 0. 15 mm of
aluminum alloy (from Ref. 39). growth where the principal measurements were made.
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i/c notch, withlroot radius p - 0.2 rm, was taktn to be of the

. 0.01 0.02 0.03 order gf 8 from the numerical calculations of Wilson." it is
apparent that the notch'field is felt only for flawsizes below
d Lm (i.e., d - p14 ). As the minimum length of the

* ,remaining fatigue crack, j, in the current experiments was
a factor of 10 larger than this, i.e., -2.5 times the root
radius of the notch, Eq. [21 (for the C(T) geometry) was

COMPACT utilized for all K computations with no notch correction
SPECIMEN factors incorporated. Furthermore, crack growth was as-

sumed to be beyond any mechanically damaged zone due to
the machining.

D. Fracture Surface Analysis

5.r-111ta.fn The thickness of crack surface corrosion deposits wasI ta estimated with scanning Auger spectroscopy using an argon
C
0 ion sputtering rate of 45 A per minute, as described else-
i- where. 3 Fracture surfaces were examined with scanning

electron microscopy and the degree of roughness assessed
from crack path profiles in terms of the lineal roughness
parameter, i.e., the ratio of total length of the crack to the
projected length on the plane of maximum tensile stress.

111. RESULTS
The effect of stress intensity range (AK) on crack growth

0 "6 Irates (da/dN) and corresponding crack closure is shown in
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 Figures 5 and 6, respectively, for 7150 alloy as a function of
Fatigue Crack Length beyond Notch, 5 (mm) load ratio and aging treatment. Although behavior is similar, at high load ratios, at R = 0.10 near-threshold growth rates

Fig. 4-Long and short crack limiting stress intensity solutions, K, and ar sload threshold ve st th raed

K, respectively, for a small flaw (length ) emanating from a notch (length are slowest and threshold values highest in the underaged

c. root radius p) in the compact C(T) geometry. K calculations are relevant microstructures, consistent with their highest measured lev-
to cufent experimental conditions after wake machining at threshold lev- els of closure. Relevant threshold data for these micro-
eli, i.e., with an applied load P of 0.55 kN and c - 23 mm. structures, including the extent of crack surface oxidation

and degree of fracture surface roughness, are listed in
Table IV. As described in detail elsewhere," the extent of

C. Stress Intensity Computations closure at R = 0.10 in all three structures, expressed in
To compute the stress intensity K for the fatigue crack at Figure 6 as the ratio of closure stress intensity to maximum

the tip of the machined slot, we consider a small flaw, of stress intensity, KIK,, progressively increases with de-

length 6, emanating from a notch of length c, i.e., total creasing AK as the threshold is approached, with K,/
length a = c + i, where the limiting K solutions for the K.. -- 0.8 to 0.9 as AK -- AKrN. No closure above Kn,,

short and long crack, K, and K1, respectively, are given in could be detected experimentally at R = 0.75.
terms of the nominal stress or, r, and the stress concentration The specific location of such closure can be inferred from
of the notch k,, as:" the wake machining experiments. Shown in Figure 7 is the

variation in closure plotted as a function of remaining fa-
K, = 1. 12 k,or,,,, V"d, lI] tigue crack length during removal of the wake of cracks

and arrested at AKTN. Results for all three microstructures are
plotted in the form of the ratio of KcI/Km, as a function of

K, = Q o,.V , [21 the remaining fatigue crack length, J, normalized by the
initial length of the threshold crack, da. Similar to obser-where Q is the geometrical factor," and the nominal stress vations on T6 alloys,' 2 '4 the extent of closure is evenly

for the compact specimen is given in terms of applied load distributed over the crack length to within -500 Am of the
P, specimen width W, and thickness B, as: crack tip at R = 0.10. However, after wake removal, ap-

2P(2W + c) proximately 50 pct of the closure still remains within this
, B(W - c)2  [31 near tip region. For example, at AKrH in the peak aged

alloy, the arrested fatigue crack, of length a 7.5 mm, has
These K solutions are plotted in Figure 4 as a function of d a closure stress intensity K1 - 2.5 MPaVim (AK,,. - 0.4
for the present experimental conditions at AKrH of P - MPaV'm) at the nominal threshold of AKTN = 2.6 \iPa\ -m
0.55 kN and a total notch length (including the micro- (R = 0.10). After removal of -7.0 mm of wake. closure is
machined slot) of c - 23 mm. With the compact geometry reduced, i.e., K, 1 .1 MPaVm (AK., - 1.8 NtPa\ im).

of W = 50 mm and B = 6.4 mm, k, for the machined and must be confined to the very near-tip region. It is
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k150 ALUMINMI daR0.tO RoO.75
S UA 0 0

PA a
OA (P

1i0
0 RO.7i

P to
4 .tfleae

X nd-rakged

4 £ a ~ Threshold. 4KTH

ALTERNATING STRESS INTENSITY. AK (Wa-A) n 0
Fig. 5- Variation in fatigue crack growth rate (da/IdN) with stress intensity range (AK) for IM 7 130 aluminum
alloy tested at R -0.l10 and 0.75 in controlled moist air. Data are shown for long cracks (a - 25 mm) in
underaged (ILA), peak aged (PA), and overaged (OA) microstructures.

noticeable, however, that the overaged condition, which exceed the threshold,* crack growth recommences in all
develops the least closure overall at near-threshold stress "Over the range of crack extension shown in Figure 8 for the initial crack
intensities, also has the least closure removed by micro- growth behavior following wake machining, cycling conditions remain
machining of the wake material. As expected, the absence essentially constant AK. i.e., AK varies by less than 0.02 MWaN,/. For
of detectable closure (above K,.,,,) at high load ratios was not example, for the data on the undersged condition, AK increases from 3.05

changed during subsequent removal of the wake of threshold to 3.06 MP&Vm over the 1.5 x 10' cycles plotted.

cracks arrested at R = 0.75 (Figure 7). three microstructures at R = 0. 10 with the locally increased
The effect of the reduction in closure from micro- AKff. After the reinitiation of crack growth, subsequent

machining is readily apparent by immediate recycling of crack advance (1a) proceeds initially at a decreasing growth
* previously arrested threshold cracks, following wake re- rate consistent with a regeneration in closure, as can be seen

moval, at the stress intensity range AKTH. As shown in in the K,1 values measured at an "apparent plateau" where
Figures 8 and 9, even though the initial 46K level does not the post-machining growth rates approach a minimum

*0.91 AKT N 7150 ALUMINUM

0.0 1 b0 0 0 o.e-Underagod
a.?46 0 ~ o u-Peak-Aged

0 0 &,&-Overaged
%. 0.. 0 30 o

% EA4 R=0.10 0
.5 Xos 0 0

0.4.A
X 0.,46C

0.10

4R =0.7

1 2 3 4 5 o 11
Stress Intenelty Range, K (MPai'W)

Fig. 6-Vaiation in crack closure. in terms of the ratio of closure to maximum stress intensity, K./IK,., as a
function ofA.K. for underaged. peak .aged. and aiveraged 7150 alloy. Data for long cracks at R - 0 10 and

* 0.75 correspond to growth rate results in Fig 5 (after Ref. 39).
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Table IV. ThreboMi Diae for 7150 Aloy at Lead Rados of 0.10 and 0.74

ExcessPlastic Zone Sizet Oxide Lineal

Load Ratio AKIn Cyclic Maximum ACTOD*t Maximum Thickness* Roughness
Code (Kw./K ) (MPVim) (AM) (AM) (nm) K.,/K..* (im) Parameter*"

Underaged UA 0.10 3.05 to 3.31 2.9 14.5 100 0.88 - 3 1.26
0.75 1.51 0.4 24.5 22 0 - 3

Peak Aged (176) PA 0.10 2.44 to 2.94 1.8 8.8 65 0.85 - 3 1.21
l 0.75 1.27 0.4 25.2 14 0 - 3

Overaged (17) OA 0.10 2.23 to 2.33 1.5 7.4 50 0.75 - 3 1.06
0.75 1.16 0.4 24.8 13 0 - 3

*At the threshold, &Km.
"*Rabio of total crack length to projected length on plane of maximum tensile stress.

tComputed from r - '/ (AK/2or,)1
, r. = 1/2inr(K_/o,)2 , and ACT'OD = 'I/2(AK 2/2r,E), where r. and r.. are the cyclic and maximum plastic

zone sizes. a, the yield strength, and E Young's modulus."

(Table V).** The deceleration occurs over a crack extension further extension of the arrested threshold cracks could be
detected on recycling at AKn (Figure 8(b)).

"Short delays of -5 x 10' and -3 x 10' cycles were obseved in The near-threshold fractography associated with such be-
under and peak aged str ctums, respectively, at the start of cycling follow- havior is summarized in Figure 10 and has been described
ing micro-machining (Figure 8). Such delayed reinitiation was con-
spicuouly absent for overaged structures and is of unclear Origin, elsewhere." Briefly, fracture surfaces in the underagedSa o sf. microstructures at low AK levels are comparatively rough
of the order of 20 pjm (i.e., -2 times the maximum plastic and faceted with a crack path morphology showing many
zone size) in the underaged structure, less than in the peak examples of deflection. With increased aging, fracture sur-
and overaged structures where Aa is approximately 50 and faces become progressively smoother with an essentially
100 jsm (i.e., -7 and 15 times the maximum plastic zone linear profile in crack path.
size), respectively. When plotted in terms of da/dN vs AK
in Figure 9, such behavior resembles that of naturally short
cracks (cf. Figure 1). Beyond the growth rate minimum,
which (;ies not lead here to complete arrest, small crack IV. DISCUSSION
growth rates tend to merge with the long crack data
(Figure 9). The present study, whereby cracks arrested at AKTH rec-

In contrast to behavior at R = 0.10, for tests performed ommence to propagate due to a reduction in Kc, following
at high load ratios on the peak aged condition, where no wake removal, provides further confirmation that the exis-
closure could be measured, no development of closure or tence of a fatigue threshold for the propagation of "long"

1.0 7150 ALUMINUM
' 0 UNDERAGED "

0.8. 6, PEAK-AGED

0.6 R-.0,15O

00.4 06 0.8 0

3/aTH

Fig. 7-Experimentally-measured variation in crack closure during progressive micro-machining of material
left in the wake of long cracks arrested at the fatigue threshold at R = 0.10 and 0.75 in underaged. peak aged.
and overaged 7150 alloy. Plotted is the ratio of closure to maximum stress intensity, K,/K_.. as a function of
remaining length of fatigue crack. d. normalized by its initial length at Am, am, (Note: curves are extrapolated
to zero as a/dn tends to zero as there cannot be any closure at zero fatigue crack length.)
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crack opening displacements. Further, by monitoring the
6.10 7150 UNDERAGED reduction in K, dpring the removal procie, it also is appar-

,, diat, although- 50 pct of the lc im is distributed over
most of the crack length, the remaining 50 pct is confined
to the crack tip region within 500 Am or so from the tip.
. Although values of Kd are reduced by micro-machining of
the wake causing crack propagation at AKr, closure re-

6.05 develops on futher crack extension to approach - 70 to
MACHINE 80 pet of previous (pre-machining) levels (Table V). This is

ROFF, *KE 1R,.0 manifest as a slowing down in post-machining growth rates
6 (Figure 8) before the data merge with the long crack results
- (Figure 9). This minimum in growth rates is reached quite
-X 6001 rapidly in the underaged structure after - 20 AM of crack

() extenon, compared to - 0an -100 Am in the peak and
o overaged structures, respectively. The inference from this
Z result is that significant crack closure can develop over
2 755 7150 PEAK-AGED smaller amounts of crack extension in the underaged
0 structure compared to the more heavily aged conditions.

Furthermore, the distances involved am comparable with
R *O.10 microstructural dimensions and are far larger than the size-

I scales representative of local crack tip plasticity (cf. maxi-
SMACHINE mum and cyclic plastic zone sizes in Table IV).

R. Analogous behavior can be seen following the application
. R 0.75 of single compression overloads on similarly arrested cracks

W t at AKrH." Experiments in the same 7150 alloy have shown
that the reduction in closure, due primarily to the flattening
of fracture surface asperities by the compressive loads, re-

7.45 suits in a local increase in AKff to again cause crack growth
Z at the threshold. Unlike the present wake-machining experi-

(b) ments where closure is removed along the length of the
crack, the compression overload principally affects near-tip

S 75 O Rclosure with a resulting smaller decrease in K.,. Accord-
7150 OVERAGED ingly, following the overload, growth rates progressively

decelerate due to the redevelopment of closure with crack
RU-1 extension, but in this instance leading to complete crack

6.15- arrest. The closure once more is regenerated most ef-
fectively in the underaged microstructure with the crack
extension necessary to rearrest the crack increasing with
increasing aging treatment.

MAHINE Such results are consistent with the origin of crack closure
60 r mechanisms in precipitation hardened aluminum alloys,

which tend to be based largely on microstructural rather than
continuum plasticity factors.3 -" Near-threshold crack
growth in underaged structures, by virtue of the in-

CONSTANT AK AIKTH homogeneous mode of deformation (i.e., coarse planar slip)
resulting from coherent (shearable) particle hardening,

6.05' is generally far more crystallographic in nature than in
0 5 10 15 peak aged and overaged structures." This gives rise to a

CYCLES x 10 4  rougher, more faceted fracture surface (Figure 10). These
(c) fracture surface morphologies primarily enhance roughness-

Fig. 8-Faigue crack growth behavior, in terms of crack length (mea- induced crack closure, as shown by the underaged 7150
sured from the initial notch) vs number of cycles, in 7150 aluminum alloy alloy in Figure 6. Correspondingly, near-threshold growth
cycled at fthresbod Um~, before and immediately after removal of
material in the wake of the tip of arrested crack (remaining fatigue crack rates are lower than in the more heavily aged micro-
length a - 500 pm). Data are shown for (a) underaged smcture at structures (Figure 5), where the more homogeneous mode
R = 0.10, (b)peakagedstructureatR - 0.10 and 0.75. and(c)overaged of deformation (i.e., wavy slip) from incoherent (non-
suctm at R - 0. 10. shearable) particle hardening promotes a more linear crack

path (Figure l0).*

*Although closure is the primary effect, the increased near-threshold
cracks at low load ratios is controlled primarily by a de- crack growth resistance of underaged smctures is attributable additionally
crease in local "driving force" due to the development of to the inhomogeneous mode of deformation, which increases slip revers-
crack closure in the wake of the crack tip. The lack of a ibility to result in less crack tip damage per cycle; and the meandering crack

paths, which reduce the local crack tip stress intensities from deflection ofsimilar effect at high load ratios is consistent with this notion the crack from the normal crack propagation plane of maximum tensile
as the role of closure is minimized there from the larger stres.."
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STRESS INTENSITY RANGE. "X (kMifi-l
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1' 0 - ' II i 9
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111 0.10

10 -e-Lorq Crock Dat

10 after Oppiin

II

-- £

10 .=

10 1~ Th rsh .d K ," 10-
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STRESS INTENSITY RANGE, AK (Mau/t )

(b)
Fig. 9-Fatigue crack growth rate behavior of previously anested threshold cracks following removal of
material left in the wake to within 500 jsm of the crack tip (open symbols). Data for 7150 aluminum alloy at
R - 0.10 in (a) underaged. (b) peak aged, and (c) overaged conditions.

In the context of the present results, as fatigue crack identical, their markedly different post-machining fatigue
closure clearly develops over microstructural dimensions in behavior strongly suggests that the above effects are micro-
this alloy, it is promoted in the underaged structures where structure and closure-related, rather than a sole function of
the roughness-induced mechanism is most potent due to the notch or crack tip plasticity."
tortuous nature of the crack path (see also Reference 39). Although the current experiments have not been per-
The formation of closure in the more heavily aged micro- formed on naturally-occurring short cracks, they do indicate
structures, where fracture surfaces are far smoother, is thus that when fatigue cracks possess a limited wake, e.g., when
less efficient and correspondingly must involve larger they are short or emanating from a notch, they are subjected
amounts of crack extension to redevelop. Since the yield to a smaller influence from closure forces, which accounts
strengths of the underaged and overaged structures are for their ability to propagate at nominal stress intensities
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FIll. 9- Fatigm crck growth r behavior of ptieviously arremed tehold cracks following removal of muterial left in the wake to within 500 Am of the
crack tip (open symbols). Data for 7150 aluminum alloy at R - 0.10 in (a) underagd, (b) peak qe, and (c) overagd conditiom.

below the fatigue threshold. Moreover, their subsequent V. CONCLUSIONS
crack propagation will depend strongly on the generation of
crack closure. As the effective crack driving force for this Based on a study of the development, location, and effect
process, e.g., AK.,, must reflect both an increase in crack of crack closure on near-threshold fatigue growth rate
length (which increases AK.f) and an increase in closure behavior in I/M 7150 aluminum alloy heat treated in
(which decreases AK,), subsequent behavior will depend the underaged, peak aged, and overaged conditions, the
predominately on the efficiency of developing new closure following conclusions can be made:
and the specific mechanisms involved. This can be governed I. The existence of a threshold stress intensity range for the
by mechanical factors, such as the creation of a wake of extension of long fatigue cracks appears to be controlled
plastically-deformed material; environmental factors, such primarily by the level of crack closure.
as the oxidation of the crack surface; or microstructural 2. Based on the measurement of closure stress intensities
factors, such as the interaction and deflection of the crack at during the in sir removal of material left in the wake of
phase or grain boundaries. This implies that growth rates in threshold cracks arrested at AKnK, approximately 50 pct
this regime will be nonunique with stress intensity range, of the closure was found to be confined to the immediate
i.e., K-based similitude is violated,"'" as shown clearly in vicinity of the crack tip (i.e., within 500 jAn).
Reference 22. In the present case, where the contribution 3. On removal of wake material to within 500 Am of the tip,
from roughness-induced closure varies with aging treat- previously-arrested cracks, at R = 0. 10, recommenced
ment, it is the microstructural factors which appear promi- to propagate even though nominal stress intensity ranges
nant. Thus, as illustrated in Figure 9, depending upon the did not exceed threshold levels, representing the behav-
particular aging condition, growth rates may increase or ior of physically short cracks emanating from notches. In
decrease with increasing crack length, before merging with similar experiments performed at high load ratios
the long crack constant amplitude data, similar to naturally- (R = 0.75), threshold cracks remained dormant.
occurring short crack behavior.

Table V. Crak Closure Data for 7110 Alloy at AK - &KlT (R = 0.10)

Experimental K, 1K., Values at Threshold

At Initial Arrest Following Wake Removal Following Subsequent Growth

Underaged 0.88 0.37 0.61 at Aa= 20 j m
Peak Aged (T6) 0.85 0.36 0.59 at Aa= 50 gum
Overaged (T7) 0.75 0.48 0.57 at Aa= 100 Am
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Fig. to-Fracture surface and crack path morphologies of near-direshold fatigue crack growth in underaged. peak aged, and
oveiraged 7150 aluminum alloy (after Rt 1141
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ON THE ROLE OF COMPRESSION OVERLOADS IN
INFLUENCING CRACK CLOSURE AND THE

THRESHOLD CONDITION FOR FATIGUE CRACK
GROWTH IN 7150 ALUMINUM ALLOY

E. ZAIKENt and R. 0. RITCHIE
Department of Materials Science and Minerial Engineering. University of California.

Berkeley, CA 94720, U.S.A.

Absaet-A study has been made of the effect of single compression cycles on near-threshold
fatigue crack propagation in an I/M 7150 aluminum alloy. Based on experiments at a load ratio
of R = 0.10 on cracks arrested at the fatigue threshold (AKTH) in under-, peak and overaged
microstructures, large compression overload cycles, of magnitude five times the peak tensile
load, were found to cause immediate reinitiation of crack growth, even though the applied stress
intensity range did not exceed AKiT. Following an initial acceleration, subsequent crack ad-
vance was observed to take place at progressively decreasing growth rates until rearrest oc-
curred. Such behavior is attributed to measured changes in crack closure which vary the ef-
fective near-tip driving force for crack extension (AKff). Specifically, roughness-induced
closure primarily is reduced by the application of compressive cycles via a mechanism involving
crack surface abrasion which causes flattening and cracking of fracture surface asperities. Clo-
sure, however, is regenerated on subsequent propagation resulting in the rearrest. Such ob-
servations provide further confirmation that the existence of a fatigue threshold is controlled
principally by the development of crack closure and are discussed in terms of the mechanisms
of closure in precipitation hardened alloys.

INTRODUCTION

THE GENERATION of fatigue crack closure, either from the presence of cyclic plasticity or through
microstructural or environmental mechanisms, is now recognized as a major factor contributing
to the development of a fatigue threshold, representing the stress intensity range AKTH below
which long cracks appear dormant (see, for example, Refs. [l-I ]). Such closure, which results
from interference between mating fracture surfaces, serves to reduce the near-tip driving force
for crack advance from nominal levels, based on global measurements of applied loads and
crack size, e.g. A K = .. Kmj, to some effective level actually experienced at the crack
tip, e.g. AKtr = Km. - Ki,, where K, is the stress intensity on first contact of the crack
surfaces during unloading [12]. Moreover, because of the nature of such contact which must
occur in the wake of the crack tip, closure forces are limited at high load ratios (R = Kminl
Kmx.) and at high stress intensity ranges due to the larger crack tip opening displacements, and
at very small crack sizes due to the restricted wake [ I]. The latter aspect appears to be one
basis of the "anomalous" behavior of short cracks, which are small compared to the extent
of local plasticity or microstructural size-scales or are simply physically small (i.e. : I mm).
as such cracks can initiate and grow, at progressively decreasing growth rates, below the long
crack threshold with an associated smaller influence of closure [13, 141.

Recently, verification of this hypothesis, that both the existence of a threshold and the
subthreshold propagation of short cracks are primarily related to closure phenomena, has been
sought using experiments involving removal of material left in the wake of threshold fatigue
cracks [15-18]. Through mechanical or electrodischarge machining of the wake of long cracks
to within 0.5 to 1 mm of the tip, threshold cracks arrested at AK--H in both steels [15] and
aluminum alloys [16-18] were found to recommence to propagate at A K levels not exceeding
AKTH, consistent with a measured reduction in closure. Moreover, subsequent propagation
rates, simulating the growth of short cracks emanating from a notch, were observed to be
progressively decelerated consistent with a measured redevelopment of closure with increasing
crack length [17, 18]. The location of the closure was determined by monitoring K., values
during the micromachining process. Such measurements [16-18] indicated that closure far from

tPresent address, Shiley Incorporated, Irvine. CA 92714, U.S.A.
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the crack tip was relatively less important and that approximately 50% of the closure was
confined to within 500 Lrm or so from the tip.

In the present work, an alternative procedure is investigated for limiting crack closure in the
wake of the crack tip. Specifically, the role of single compression overloads in influencing
closure and near-threshold behavior of long cracks arrested at AKTH is examined in under-,
peak and overaged microstructures in an /M 7150 aluminum alloy. Similar to prior experiments
involving wake micromachining [18], compression overloads of sufficient magnitude were found
to reduce the closure associated with arrested threshold cracks, resulting in an immediate
recommencement of growth at A KTH.

BACKGROUND

Whereas compression cycles are often a common occurrence in service, particularly for
aerospace applications, and are known to be of importance in the process of crack initiation
in smooth specimens, their effect on the propagation of (long) fatigue cracks, at least at inter-
mediate to high AK levels, has long been considered to be minimal (e.g. Ref. [19]). This is in
keeping with standard fracture mechanics concepts which imply that the crack will be closed
during the compressive portion of the cycle, necessitating a stress intensity of zero at the tip,
and the fact that tests invariably have been performed on long cracks where the magnitude of
both tensile and compressive stresses are small. Although data are limited, several authors
have found growth rates to be slightly faster at negative load ratios compared to R = 0 in both
steels and aluminum alloys [19-251, although the effect is negligible in certain alloys such as
7075-T6 [19]. Under variable amplitude fatigue loading, however, cyclic compressive stresses
immediately following tensile overloads are known to lessen the post overload retardation in
growth rates which usually accompanies single tensile overloads [26-281. Moreover, under
certain conditions of cracks initiating from notches, fatigue crack growth has "ven demonstrated
under purely cyclic compressive loading [29-32]. In fact the technique has been used as a
reliable means of producing small flaws for short crack experiments [30, 31].

Unlike behavior at higher growth rates where effects are small, recent studies at near-thresh-
old levels have highlighted a significant role of compressive cycling on crack extension behavior
[22-251. Not only are threshold A KTH values lower at R = - I compared to R = 0, but large
peroidic compressive cycles (of the order of one half the yield stress) applied during positive
R cycling have been shown to dramatically reduce the threshold and to accelerate crack growth
rates in both mild steel [25] and 2024-T3 aluminum [24]. Physical explanations for these effects
remain unproven, although several suggestions have been proffered including redistribution of
residual stresses ahead of the crack tip and reduced closure forces due to a diminished defor-
mation zone left behind the crack tip [25]. In addition, periods of compression during the fatigue
cycle are likely to result in a flattening of fracture surface asperities -and a compacting of
corrosion debris on crack faces, both processes leading to a reduction in closure via the rough-
ness-induced [6-8] and oxide-induced [3-5] mechanisms, respectively.

The objectives of the current study were to investigate the role of single compression overload
cycles on the propagation behavior of cracks arrested at the threshold, and specifically to
monitor the variation in crack closure, both macroscopically in terms of KI measurements and
microscopically in terms of changes in fracture surface morphology. A precipitation hardened
aluminum alloy, 7150. was chosen for the study because in such systems the operative mech-
anisms of closure can be readily varied by heat treatment [33].

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Material
Tests were performed on a conventionally-cast IM 7150 aluminum alloy, supplied by ALCOA

as 25-mm-thick plate in the solution treated and 2% stretched (W51) condition. The alloy, of
composition shown in Table I. is a high purity version of 7050 with lower levels of Si and Fe.
Samples were machined from quarter and three-quarter plate thickness locations only and
tempered to produce underaged. peak aged (T6) and overaged (T7) conditions. The specific
heat treatments, which were designed to yield under- and overaged microstructures with iden-
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AA

Fig. 6. Fracture surface and crack path morphologies for steady-state fatigue crack growth at
near-threshold stress intensities in underaged. peak aged and overaged 7150 aluminum alloy

1331. Arrows indicate general direction of crack growth.
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Table I. Nominal chemical compositions in wt %

Si Fe Cu Mg Zn Ti Zr At

7150 0.07 0.11 2.10 2.16 6.16 0.02 0.13 balance

tical strength levels, are listed in Table 2. Corresponding room temperature mechanical prop-
erties are shown in Table 3. Microstructures of the three aging conditions, shown in Fig. i,
have been described elsewhere [33]. Briefly, underaged structures were hardened by small
coherent GP zones, roughly 4 to 8 nm in diameter, compared to hardening by semicoherent -q'
precipitates in peak aged structures. Overaged structures, conversely, showed evidence of
coarsened -r' precipitates in the matrix and predominately incoherent "1 precipitates in both
matrix and grain boundaries, with small precipitate free zones of roughly 30 nm half-widths.
Grains were elongated along the rolling direction with an approximate size of 15 by 5 p.m.

Fatigue testing
Fatigue crack propagation testing was performed in controlled room temperature air (22°C,

45% relative humidity) using 6.4-mm-thick compact C(T) test pieces machined in the T-L ori-
entation. Tests were conducted under load control at a frequency of 50 Hz (sine wave) at a
load ratio of 0.10. Direct current electrical potential methods were used to continuously monitor
crack growth. Corresponding macroscopic crack closure measurements to determine KI values
were carried out in situ using a back-face strain technique employing two strain gauges to
record strain both parallel and perpendicular to the loading axis [34]. Mean closure loads were
deduced from the point during the unloading cycle when the resulting elastic compliance curves
of load versus relative strain first deviated from linearity.

Compression overload experiments were performed by first determining the long crack
threshold using manual load shedding cycling, as described elsewhere [35]. In this manner,
constant amplitude (steady-state) crack growth data between - 106 and 10- I m/cycle were
obtained under decreasing AK conditions, with the threshold A KrH operationally defined as
the highest stress intensity range giving growth rates less than 10" in/cycle. Single (spike)
compressive overloads were then applied to cracks arrested at AKTH. The length of such
arrested cracks was of the order 5 to 7 mm beyond the 17.5 mm initial notch in the compact
specimen, i.e. a - 23 to 25 mm. With the applied loading conditions then maintained at a
constant AK = AKTH, subsequent growth rate and crack closure behavior were monitored
closely. The magnitudes of the compression overload cycles were varied between one and five
times the maximum tensile load in the fatigue cycle, i.e. up to a maximum compressive load
between 1.8 and 2.8 kN corresponding to a fictitious "negative" stress intensity of 12 to 17
MPaV\m.t The application of the single compression overloads at AK = %-KT was repeated
two or three times on each specimen with at least 200 p.m of crack extension between each
event.

Fracture surface analysis
Fatigue fracture surfaces were examined using both optical and scanning electron micros-

copy. As described elsewhere [331, the degree of fracture surface roughness was assessed from

Table 2. Heat treatments utilized for tests on 7150 alloy

Underaged STt + I I hr at 121°C
Peak-aged (T6) STt + 100 hr at 121°C
Overaged MTT) STt + 24 hr at 121°C + 40 hr at 163'C

t ST - solution treated, quenched and stretched 27 1W5l
condition)

tAs the compact specimen is not ideally suited for the application of compression c.cles. such stress intensity
values are very approximate and merely give an indication of magnitude of the overloads. i e. - 5 times K,,. Current
tests are being performed with center-cracked tension specimens where the magnitude of the compressive stresses and
stress intensities are more readily ameanable to analysis.

.............................. ...,...-........... ...... ,.,.... ,......
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Table 3. Room temperature mechanical properties of 7150 alloy

Work hardening
Yield strength U.T.S. Elong.t Redn. area exponent

(MPa) (Mi) (%) (%)
Underaged 371 485 6.8 12.1, 0.055
Peak-aged (T6) 404 480 6.0 10.3 0.046
Overaged (TM) 372 478 7.1 12.5 0.058

t On 32-mm-gauge length.

microstructural sections through crack paths, in terms of the ratio of total length of crack to
projected length on the plane of maximum tensile stress. The thickness of crack surface cor-
rosion deposits were measured in the scanning Auger spectroscopy using Ar sputtering pro-
cedures [5, 331.

%4
RESULTS

Steady-state fatigue behavior
The variation in fatigue crack propagation rate (da/dN) as a function of the nominal stress

intensity range (AK), at R = 0. 10 and 0.75, is shown in Fig. 2 for the under-, peak and overaged
microstructures in 7150 alloy under steady-state (nonvariable amplitude) conditions. Data plot-
ted in this figure represent mean values from at least three duplicate tests. Corresponding crack
closure data have been presented elsewhere [33] and indicate that the progressively lower
threshold values (and higher near-threshold growth rates), which are seen with increased aging,
are consistent with less measured closure at R = 0.10. In all structures, KcIKmi, values in-
creased with decreasing AK, to approach unity at AKTH. Relevant threshold data for these
microstructures, including the extent of crack surface oxidation and degree of fracture surface
roughness, are listed in Table 4 and are described in detail in Ref. [331.

Compression overload tests
Application of 100 to 300% single (spike) compression overloads (corresponding to one to

three times the peak tensile loads) were observed to have no effect on crack closure or crack

, A K l (hsi vn

7150 ALUMIM.o
-, R=O.1O RuO.?5

UA 0 .
PA a
OA a A410o,

-T NIN . 10

(UAeak 
tat.nd raged

"," -,k-Aged

~ a 8 Threshold, AKYN
ti 20 S7 e 30

ALTERNATING STRESS INTENSITy. &K (MfeVSI

Fig. 2. Variation in steady-state fatigue crack propagation rates WdA/N) with stress intensity
range (A K) for IIM 7150 aluminum alloy tested in controlled moist air at R = 0. 10 and 0.75.
Data represent the mean results for duplicate tests on long cracks (a - 25 mnm) in underaged

(UA). peak aiged WA) and overaged (OA) structures 133).
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Table 4. Threshold data for 7 150 alloy at R - 0. 10

Plastic. :.one sizeM, Excess
oxide Degree atf

AKCyclic Maximum thicknesst roughnessf
Code (MPavm) 4gJm) (ILM) (nm)

Underaged UA 3.05-3.31 2.9 14.5 -3 1.26
Peak-aged (T6) PA 2.44-2.94 1.8 8.8 -3 1.21
Overaged MT) OA 2.17-2.33 1.5 7.4 -3 1.06

t At the threshold, &KTH.
t Computed from r.% = im (AK12a,? and r.. = l(K..1Io'P and ACTOD = j(AK 2 a'E), where ra and Pr. are

the cyclic and maximum plastic zone sizes and ar, the yield strength (36].
1 Ratio of total crack length to projected length on plane of maximum tensile stress (lineal roughness parameter).
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Fig. 3. Fatigue crack extension as a function of the number of cycles following application of
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* Fig. 4. Fatigue crack growth rate behavior. as a function of nominal stress intensity range (AK),
* for cracks previously arrested at the threshold (A KTH) following the application of single 50001

compression overloads (solid symbols). Data for underaged (UA). peak aged (PA) and overaged
microstructures (OA) in 7150 aluminum alloy are compared with steady-state results from in-

dividual tests at R = 0. 10 (open symbols).

growth of arrested cracks at the threshold. Crack growth behavior following the application of
500%l compression overloads, however, is shown in Fig. 3 for the three microstructures. Here
the compressive cycle has been applied and the subsequent closure and growth rates monitored
under constant AK = AKTH cycling conditions. It is clearly apparent that the application of
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,,

d

1 .

Fig. 7. Scanning electron micrographs of fatigue fracture morphology in underaged 7150 alu-
minum alloy directly behind the crack tip at the threshold (AK - 3.2 MPa*/m), showing (a)
well-defined facets before the application of the compression overload, and (b) fretting oxide
debris. (c) asperity flattening and (di asperity cracking after the application of the overload.

Arrow indj,ies general direction of crack growth.
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Table 5. Closure, AK.r and crack extension data at &K - AK'm before and after compresion overloads on
arrested cracks

Crack
ext. to

Microstructure 4KTm At initial arrest Following overload At rearrest rearrest

AKA AK AK
(MPaVm) K0gi,. (MPaVm) &,1..K (MPa'm) K,,,IK. (MPam) (Lm)

Underaged 3.14 0.83 0.59 0.60 1.40 0.83 0.59 60
Peak-aged (T6) 2.81 0.82 0.56 0.63 1.15 0.82 0.56 130
Overaged (T7) 2.17 0.74 0.63 0.62 0.92 0.74 0.63 170

the compressive overload causes immediate propagation of the arrested cracks, even though
the stress intensity range does not exceed AKTH. Moreover, under such constant AK condi-
tions, the initial acceleration, to as high as - 10- 1 mm/cycle, is followed by a progressive
deceleration in growth rates until rearrest. The extent of crack growth before rearrest occurs
is of the order of 60 Aim in the underaged structure, far smaller than in the peak and overaged
structures where the crack extends a further 130 and 170 jim, respectively, before arrest.
Application of a second single compression overload on the rearrested crack at this stage
produced identical results. Such behavior was accompanied by significant changes in the mag-
nitude of the crack closure. The initially high closure values which are associated with the
original arrest at the threshold, i.e. KcI/Km., values of the order of 0.75-0.85, were reduced
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data. for fatigue crack growth behavior in underaged. peak aged and overaged 7150 aluminum
alloy following application of ingle compression overloads on arrested crack at .AK = A'KTH.
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~'i -"i.: ', immediately by 16 to 28% to approximely .0.60 by the compressive-ovorload. With further

" ack exension, however, the closure was iqenerated until arrts agpin occurred a: a KV/ -
.~.. .' 2 . . Km level similar to that of the original (pre-qvozoad) threshold. Such closure measurements,

together with the corresponding effective stressintensity ranges, i.e. AKff values, are listed
in Table 5. Plots of the pre- and post-overload growth rates as a function of both nominal and
effective stress intensities, computed from these data for individual tests, are shown in Figs.
4 and 5, respectively. It can be seen that the "anomalously" high growth rates at AKTH,

resulting from the application of the compression cycles, fall within the scatterband for steady-
state growth rates when characterized in terms of AK.ir rather than AK. This clearly implies
a dominant role of closure.

Fractography
The fractography of steady-state near-threshold fatigue crack growth in this alloy is sum-

marized in Fig. 6 and has been described in some detail elsewhere [331. Briefly, at low AK
levels, fracture surfaces show little evidence of corrosion debris and in underaged microstruc-
tures tend to be faceted and irregular, compared to the relatively smoother appearence of the
peak and overaged structures. In terms of crack path morphology, this can be seen as many
instances of crack deflection, in contrast to the more linear profiles in the more heavily aged
microstructures. Following compression overload cycles, however, the well-defined features
of these fracture surfaces become obscured somewhat. As shown in Fig. 7, there are clear
indications of abrasion, compacted fretting oxide debris and the cracking and flattening of
fracture surface asperities close behind the crack tip. These features, which always predomi-
nated in the immediate vicinity of the crack tip, were profuse in underaged structures where
the asperities were most pronounced due to the faceted nature of the crack path.

DISCUSSION

The present results show a dramatic effect of compression overloads on the propagation
behavior of "long" fatigue cracks. The application of a single compression cycle (of magnitude
five times the maximum fatigue tensile load corresponding to a nominal bending stress of -300/
of the yield stress) was seen to result in the "removal" of the fatigue threshold. Moreover,
previously arrested cracks at the threshold underwent an instantaneous acceleration in growth
rates, to levels approaching - 10- 5 mm/cycle, even though the applied stress intensity range
was maintained constant at AKTH (Figs. 3 and 4). Such phenomena were accompanied by a
measured reduction in crack closure, in the form of decreased KI4 values, and hence can be
related to an increase in near-tip crack driving force, AK.f, following the compression cycle
(Table 5).

Mechanistically, the increased local driving force can be attributed to two principal factors.
In the present tests, the major effect appears to result from a reduction in roughness-induced
closure from a flattening of fracture surface asperities during the compression, as shown in
Fig. 7. The associated evie,!nce of compacted fretting corrosion debris and a lack of fine detail
on fracture surfaces, which have undergone compression cycles, both indicate marked abrasion
between mating crack faces, cc.asistent with such crushing of asperities. A second mechanism
involves the residual stress distribution ahead of the crack tip, which must be altered by the
large compressive loads. However, this effect of residual stresses ahead of the tip. as opposed
to the associated closure behind the tip, is likely to be far more pronounced when cracks are
small and propagating out of a notch (particularly in bend or compact geometries), due the
fulcrum loading effect [32] of the notch in compression.

Following the initial post-overload acceleration of the previously arrested cracks at A KTH,
growth rates progressively decelerate until rearrest occurs (Fig. 3). This is accompanied by a
measured build up in crack closure with crack extension, approaching pre-overload threshold
levels at the rearrest (Table 5). Based on the K., measurements, the computed variation in
AK.f with crack extension (A a), both prior to and following the overload, is shown in Fig. 8
for the three microstructures examined. Comparison of this figure with the crack length vs
number of cycles data in Fig. 3 indicates that the reinitiation and rearrest of the threshold cracks
is at least qualitatively consistent with closure-induced changes in the local driving force A Kefy.

3%
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Moreover, since the post-overload growth rate data can be brought into close correspondence
with the steady-state fatigue data through characterization in terms of A Kff instead of 4 K (c.f.
Fig. 4 and Fig. .' ), it would appear that this explanation is quantitatively consistent as well.
These calculations imply that the actual threshold for no fatigue crack propagation in under-,
peak and overaged 7150 can be defined in terms of a 4Kff value of approximately 0.6 MPa\m
(Table 5).

Comparison of behavior for the three aging treatments in Fig. 3 indicates that the redevel-
opment of closure with crack extension, following the application of the compression overload,
is very dependent upon microstructure. Rearrest, which involves an increase in Kc, such that
A Ker is reduced to the threshold value of - 0.6 MPaV\m, occurs after crack extensions between
60 and 170 Am, distances that are the order of 5 to 10 grain sizes and are far larger than the
size-scales representative of local crack tip plasticity (c.f. maximum and cyclic plastic zone
sites in Table 4). Furthermore, it is apparent that significant closure can develop over far smaller
amounts of crack extension in the underaged microstructure compared to the more heavily
aged conditions. Such results are consistent with the origins of closure in the 7150 alloy [33],
which rely at near-threshold levels primarily on microstructural factors rather than on cyclic
plasticity or environmental effects. Due to their inhomogeneous mode of deformation (i.e.
coarse planar slip) resulting from hardening by coherent (shearable) particles, underaged struc-
tures tend to show crack paths which are more crystallographic in nature than in peak and
overaged structures [33, 37-411. This produces rough, faceted fracture surfaces (Fig. 6) which
strongly promote roughness-induced closure in these microstructures [33, 37-39). In contrast,
the development of closure with crack extension in peak and overaged structures is far less
efficient [18]. Since the roughness-induced mechanism is the principal source of closure in this
alloy, the comparatively smoother crack paths, which result from the more homogeneous de-
formation mode (i.e. wavy slip) arising from incoherent particle hardening, significantly limit
the development of closure in the more heavily aged structures [18, 33, 37-391.

The present experiments, on the role of compression overloads in the propagation and sub-
sequent arrest of threshold fatigue cracks, are analogous to prior studies (17, 18] in 7150 on
the effect of the mechanical removal of material left in the wake of threshold cracks. Here,
the micro-machining away of wake material causes a similar reduction in closure, leading to a
recommencement of growth of previously arrested cracks. Subsequent crack extension again
is associated with progressively decreasing growth rates (but not in this case complete arrest)
as closure is redeveloped over roughly 2 to 10 grain sizes. The difference in the two types of
experiment appears to be in the location of the closure which is removed. Whereas micro-
machining can only remove closure away from the crack tip vicinity (i.e. reliably no closer
than 500 .m) [181, the nature of the fracture surface damage in Fig. 7 suggests that compression
overloads may primarily limit the more important near-tip closure.

This study, as with prior studies (15-181 on the role of wake removal, clearly identifies the
existence of a fatigue threshold with the phenomenon of crack closure. Furthermore, the results
show that wherever closure is restricted, such as in the present case with the application of
large compression cycles, steady-state propagation rate data characterized in terms of AK can

no longer be relied upon to predict crack growth behavior in a given material.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Despite early claims to the contrary [19, 271, compressive loading in the form of single (spike)
overloads clearly can lead to dramatic increases in fatigue crack growth rates at low stress
intensity ranges and most notably to crack propagation at the threshold. These results are
consistent with the recent work of Topper and his co-workers (24. 25], who found a linear
decrease in threshold values with increasing compressive peak stress, and an accentuation of
the effect when the compressive overloads were applied more frequently. Such observations
serve to highlight the inherent danger of utilizing low load ratio threshold AKTH values in
engineering design to predict the absence of fatigue cracking. The existence of the threshold
is linked intimately to the degree of closure which controls the effective near-tip driving force.
yet such considerations are not incorporated into nominal stress intensity calculations used in
defect-tolerant life prediction analyses. Thus, wherever the extent of crack closure is restricted,

-. ~ t ~ ,k z .. ~.. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... .. ,
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such as at high load ratios [2-51, with small flaws or cracks at "ches [ 13-15], or in the presence,
of large compressive s.esses, the consequent increa..in wa..tip crack driving force can lead ..
to accelerated and nonunique [42] growth rate behai .r and, more importantly, to crack ex-
tension at A K levels at or below the A KTH threshold.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on a study on the effect on single (spike) compression overloads on near-threshold
fatigue crack propagation at R = 0.10 in underaged, peak aged and overaged IM 7150 aluminum
alloy, the following conclusions can be made:

1. A single compression overload, of magnitude five times the tensile peak load, resulted in
immediate reinitiation of growth of cracks arrested at the fatigue threshold even though the
applied AK was maintained constant at AKTH, consistent with a measured 16 to 28% reduction
in crack closure.

2. The reduction in closure stress intensity (Kci) following the compressive cycle was related
primarily to a reduced contribution from roughness-induced crack closure arising from abrasion
between mating crack surfaces, i.e. fractographically to the flattening and cracking of fracture
surface asperities in the vicinity of the crack tip.

3. Crack growth at AK = AKTH following the application of the overload was characterized
by a progressive deceleration until rearrest occurred within 60 to 170 tm. Such behavior was
accompanied by a measured increase in crack closure back to original pre-overload threshold
levels.

4. Compared to the more heavily aged structures, deceleration and rearrest occurred after
far less crack extension in underaged microstructures, consistent with a larger magnitude, and
more efficient redevelopment, of roughness-induced crack closure. This arises from the co-
herent particle hardening mechanism in this microstructure which induces a planar slip mode
of deformation, thereby promoting rougher, more faceted crack path morphologies and the
consequent generation of more pronounced fracture surface asperities.
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ABSTRACT high growth rates (e.g. above about 10-0 m
cycle- ) on "long" fatigue cracks where the

Studies have been performed on the effect magnitude of both the tension and the com-
of single compression overload cycles on the pression stresses have been small.
role of crack closure during near-threshold In contrast with behavior at higher growth
fatigue crack growth in ingot metallurgy alu- rates, recent work at lower near-threshold
minum alloy 7150-T7, specifically with respect growth rates, employing somewhat larger
to the role of mean stress or load ratio R (= compressive stresses (of the order of several
Kmi./Kmx). It was found that large compres- times the maximum tensile stress in the fa-
sion or simple unloading cycles, applied to tigue cycle), have shown a marked influence
cracks arrested at the fatigue threshold at R = of compression cycles on crack growth and
0.75, had no detectable effect on crack closure closure behavior [6-12]. For example, the
or crack growth behavior. This is in contrast application of periodic compressive cycles
with previous studies at R = 0. 10 where ar- during cycling at positive load ratios (R =
rested threshold cracks subjected to such Km,,Kma 1 ) has been shown to decrease fa-
compression cycles (of magnitude five times tigue threshold AKth values markedly and to
the maximum tensile load) were seen to re- accelerate near-threshold propagation rates
commence growth immediately, consistent in both low strength steels and aluminum
with a measured reduction in closure. Such alloys [7, 8]. In 17-4 PH stainless steels and
results are discussed in terms of the major aluminum alloys 7150 and 7475 where single
origins of crack closure in this alloy, compressive cycles were applied to fatigue

cracks arrested at the threshold, it was found
that the cracks immediately recommenced to

. 1. INTRODUCTION propagate (even though the applied stress
intensity ranges did not exceed AKth), con-

It is well known that compressive loads can comitant with a measured decrease in crack
have a marked effect on the initiation of fa- closure [11, 12).
tigue cracks in smooth specimens (see for ex- Explanations for these effects have been
ample ref. 1). Conversely, the effect on (con- considered in terms of two mechanisms, name-
stant-amplitude) fatigue crack propagation ly (i) the redistribution of residual stresses
generally is considered to be minimal, since ahead of the crack tip [7, 91, specifically in-
the crack is expected to be fully closed during volving a reduction in the magnitude of the
the compressive portion of the cycle, necessi- compressive stresses within the cyclic plastic
tating a stress intensity of zero at the crack zone, which lowers the subsequent crack open-
tip (see for example refs. 2 and 3). Similarly, ing (or crack closure) load [91, and (ii) the
under variable-amplitude loading, compressive crushing and compacting of fracture surface
overload cycles in general are found to have asperities during the compression cycle [11,
little effect, except when they immediately 12], which decreases the contribution from
follow a tensile overload where they act to roughness-induced crack closure [13-151. The
reduce the post-overload retardation (see for dominance of crack closure in these explana-
example refs. 4 and 5). Such tests, however, tions has yet to be tested, however, as most
generally have been performed at relati' ely experiments reported to date on the role of

0025-5416/85/$3.30 © Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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TABLE 1
Composition of aluminum alloy 7150

Element Si Fe Cu Mg Zn Ti Zr Al
Amount (wt.%) 0.07 0.11 2.10 2.16 6.16 0.02 0.13 Balance

TABLE 2 Conventional long crack threshold fatigue

Room temperature mechanical properties of alumi- tests first were carried out using compact ten-
num alloy 7150-T7 sion specimens 6.4 mm thick (TL orientation,

i.e. the load was applied in the long traverse
Yield strength (MPa) 372 direction and the crack propagated in the
Ultimate tensile strength (MP&) 478 longitudinal direction), cycled under load
Elongation (V) in 32 mm 7.1 control in room temperature air (22 0C; rela-
Reduction (.)in area 12.5 tive humidity, 45%) at 50 Hz [11, 16]. Using
Work-hardening exponent 0.06 d.c. electrical potential methods to monitor

crack growth, thresholds were approached
under manual load-shedding conditions, at
load ratios of 0.10 and 0.75, with the value of

compression overloads have been performed AKth defined as the highest stress intensity
at low load ratios where closure effects pre- range giving growth rates less than 10 - 1 m
dominate. cycle -1 [17]. Corresponding macroscopic crack

The objective of the present paper is to ex- closure measurements to determine the closure
amine the corresponding effects of compres- stress intensity K,1 were conducted in situ
sion overload cycles at high load ratios, where with the back-face strain technique [18]. The
the influence of closure phenomena is far less effective "crack driving force" was then com-
dominant, and to compare behavior with that puted as AKef f = Km. - Ki.
previously reported for R = 0.10 [11]. Once the crack had arrested at AKth, single

(spike) compressive overloads or tensile un-
derloads were applied and the subsequent

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES crack extension and crack closure behavior
closely monitored. The specific notation for

Tests were conducted on a conventionally the variable-amplitude loads is defined in Fig.
cast ingot metallurgy aluminum alloy 7150 of 1. Compression overloads and tension under-
composition shown in Table 1. The alloy was loads both involve a negative excursion of KL
supplied by Alcoa as plate 25 mm thick in the from Kmn,. For the compression overloads,
solution-treated and 2% stretched (W51) con- however, this load excursion includes a com-
dition. Specimen blanks were machined be- pressive portion, characterized by the fictitious
tween quarter-thickness and three-quarters- stress intensity I K,,I. Corresponding loads are
thickness locations and were subsequently referred to as PL and P,, respectively. Specific
tempered for 24 h at 121 0C plus 40 h at 163 values of these loads, and associated stress in-
0C to produce an ove.aged (T7) structure. The tensities, for the compressive overload and
T7 microstructure consisted of predominately tensile underload tests at R values of 0.10 and
incoherent 77 precipitates (MgZn 2 compounds) 0.75 are listed in Table 3.
in both matrix and grain boundaries, with
coarse semicoherent i?' particles (MgZn 2 -
Mg(CuAI)2) in the matrix [16]. The grain size 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
was approximately 15 pm by 5 /m, with pre-
cipitate-free zones (about 30 nm half-width) Fatigue crack propagation rates da/dN, un-
"isible at the boundaries. The room tempera- der constant-amplitude loading conditions,
lure mechanical properties are listed in Table 2 are shown in Fig. 2 for the alloy 7150-T7 as a
1161. function of stress intensity range AK at R =
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* plication of a large compression overload (Le.
with an applied compressive loadPp of 1.78 kN

KI T_ eP1 = 12 MPa mn/z ) and a total overload
i PL of 2.14 kN (I KLI = 14.4 MPa m1"2) to a

crack arrested at AKth was found to cause im-
mediate recommencement of growth even
though the applied stress intensity range didnot exceed the threshold (Fig. 4(a)). Such be-
havior was concomitant with a measured re-
duction in closure; in the present case, the

KL ratio KcI/Kmai was decreased from a value of
0.74 (K,, = 1.78 MPa m1 /2) at the initial arrest
to 0.62 (Kul = 1.49 MPa m1/2) following the

TIME compressive cycle, representing an effective
1* increase in AKett from 0.63 to 0.92 MPa m 1 .

On subsequent crack extension, however,
closure was re-generated, causing crack growth
to decelerate progressively until re-arrest at a

Fig. 1. Nomenclature used to define compression point where the magnitude of the closure had
overload and tensile underload cycles applied at AKth. returned to the pre-overload threshold levels,

i.e. Kcl/Kmax = 0.74 with AKeft = 0.63 MPa
mi /2 . The crack extension required for re-arrest
in this alloy was found to be of the order of

0.10 and R = 0.75. Threshold AKt, values 170 Mm, which is large compared with the
were measured as 2.17 MPa m1/2 and 1.06 scale of local plasticity at the threshold, i.e.

MPa m' /2 for R values of 0.10 and 0.75 re- large compared with a cyclic plastic zone size
spectively (Table 4). Corresponding crack and a maximum plastic zone size of roughly
closure measurements, plotted in terms of 1.5 Am and 7.5 Am respectively.
KcI/Kmx as a function of AK, are shown in Conversely, in the present tests, compression
Fig. 3. Characteristic of near-threshold behav- overloads applied to threshold cracks arrested
ior in many alloys (see for example ref. 19), at high load ratios, i.e. at R = 0.75, caused no
the extent of closure at low load ratios was such change in closure and no recommence-
seen to increase progressively with decreasing ment of cracking at AKth. This is shown in
AK as the threshold was approached, with Fig. 4(b) for a single overload cycle with an
KcI/Km.. increasing rapidly as AK approaches identical applied compressive load to the R
AKth. No such closure above Kmn, could be 0.10 test, i.e. for PP = 1.78 kN (I cp = 15.4
detected at R = 0.75 (Table 4). MPa m 1/2) with PL = 2.3 kN (IKLI = 20 MPa

Corresponding near-threshold behavior un- m1/ 2). Similar results were obtained for smaller
der variable-amplitude loading conditions is compression overloads and for cycles where
illustrated in Fig. 4. As reported previously the crack was unloaded to zero load (i.e. ten-
[111, at low load ratios, i.e. R = 0.10, the ap- sile underloads in Fig. 4(c)), as listed in Table 3.

TABLE 3

Magnitude of overloads for tests performed at AKth

Test R Crack P, ()Km)) PL (IKL)) Result
length (kN (MPa r 1/2 )) (kN (MPa r1 2 ))
(mm)

Compresion overload 0.10 25.1 1.78 (12.0) 2.14 (14.4) Re-initiation
Compression overload 0.75 28.4 0.89 (7.7) 1.45 (12.0) No effect
Compression overload 0.75 28.- 1.78 (15.4) 2.27 (20.0) No effect
Tensile underload 0.75 26.4 0 (0) 0.56 (4.2) No effect
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Fig. 2. Steady state (constant-amplitude) fatigue crack propagation data for overaged aluminum alloy 7150-T7
tested in room air at R value, of 0.10 and 0.75.

TABLE 4

Threshold data for tests on aluminum alloy 7150-T7

R Kma Kmin AKth Kd  Plastic zone size (Mim)
(MPa M1 12 ) (MPa m I / 2 ) (MPa mI1 / 2 ) (MPa mi1 12 )

Cyclic Monotonic

0.10 2.41 0.24 2.17 1.78 1.5 7.4
0.75 4.24 3.18 1.06 2.01 0.3 20.7

t.0
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Fig. 3. Macroscopic crack closure data, plotted as the ratio KcIlKmaj of closure to maximum stress intensity as a
function of nominal stres intensity range AK. for overaged aluminum alloy 7150-T7 tested at R values of 0.10
and 0.75. Data corresponds to growth rate results in Fig. 2 with Kci > Kmi n (16.
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* Fig. 4. Load spectra and corresponding crack extension iAa us. number AN of cycles in aluminum alloy 7150-T7
* following spike loads on arrested cracks at AKth, showing (a) compression overload at R = 0. 10, (b) compression

overload at R =0.75 and (c) tensile underload at R = 0.75.

Although crack closure loads were found broken fracture surface asperities at both R =
to be unaffected by the overloads, Kel values 0.10 and R = 0.75. The extent of such "dam-

were measured at the threshold value AKth of age" to fracture surfaces, however, was far
1.06 MPa m1 2 to be between 2.0 and 2.2 MPa less apparent at high R. Since one of the major
M 1 2 , i.e. less than Kmi such that AK = AK.ft. sources of crack closure in this microstructure

Such results are consistent with fracto- arises from the wedging of fracture surface
graphy which revealed marked evidence of asperities [16], i.e. from roughness-induced
abrasion and cracked asperities following the closure, the effect of the compression can be
compression cycles, particularly at low load reasoned to reduce the magnitude of closure
ratios. As shown in Fig. 5, compared with the at low load ratios primarily from this crushing
distinct features of the pre-overload surfaces, action (see also refs. 11 and 12). Although a
fracture morphologies following the compres- similar process appears to take place at high
sive cycles showed regions of compacted fret- load ratios, the effect on the "crack driving
ting oxide debris at low R, and crushed and force" is negligible as crack surface contact

' , "."."."-"-"- . . . ".". . . ' , - ., - -. ." . . ' . ' . , - . - - . . . "-"-"."-"-' " .
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(a) (b),

Fig. 5. Scanning electron micrographs of fatigue fracture morphology in overaged aluminum alloy 7150-T7 direct-
ly behind the crack tip at AKth, showing (a) well-defined facets before application of compression overload, (b)
fretting oxide debris at R = 0.10, (c) asperity cracking at R = 0.10 and (d) asperity cracking at R = 0.75, follow-
ing application of overload. The arrow indicates the general direction of crack growth.

does not occur during the fatigue cycle owing (1) As reported previously, large compres-
to the much larger maximum crack opening sion overloads applied at R = 0.10 caused an
displacements, i.e. K,1 remains less than Kmin . immediate recommencement in growth at
Stress intensity calculations show this clearly AKth, concomitant with a measured reduction
in Fig. 6 where, at R = 0.10, the re-initiation in crack closure and evidence of abrasion on
in growth at AKth can be attributed to a lo- near-threshold fracture surfaces.
cally increased AKeff from a reduction in Kc (2) Experiments at R = 0.75, employing
whereas, at R = 0.75, any changes in Kc1 can either overload cycles with similar compres-
have no influence on AK.ff since Kcl < Kmw. sive loads or unloading cycles, were found to

have no effect on arrested cracks at the thresh-

4. CONCLUSIONS old, consistent with measurements showing
Kr1 values to remain below Km,,.

Based on experiments on ingot metallurgy (3) Such results are consistent with the no-
aluminum alloy 7150-T7 where single com- tion that the role of compression overload

pression overload cycles were applied to fa- cycles in influencing near-threshold fatigue
tigue cracks arrested at the fatigue threshold behavior in this alloy is related primarily to a
AKth at both a low load ratio R (= 0.10) and reduction in roughness-induced crack closure
a high load ratio (R = 0.75), the following from the compaction of fracture surface as-
conclusions can be made. perities.

%--- -|
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